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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Development of Aid to Dependent Children . Before we can discuss the thesis
that there is a need and possibility of case work with aid to dependent
children families in a public welfsire agency it would be necessary for us
! to review the historical development and the influence of earlier movements
I
jl
in order to understand the present day setting of the aid to dependent
children program,
y/hite House Conferences . The foundation of aid to dependent children was
laid at the White House Conference of 1909 on the Care of Dependent Child-
j
ren. The principle was then set forth that children should not be separated
from their families because of poverty alone and that the family is all im-
portant to the child from the standpoint of his pl^ysical, emotional and in-
tellectual growth. The subsequent White House Conferences reaffirmed this
j
principle and added that where the child's own home cannot serve him, rela-
I
I
tives or other family groups should be found to take its place. The results
I!
i|
of the first White House Conference laid the foundation upon which succeed-
I
ing programs for the care of children have been built. The declaration of
the White House Conference of 1909 epitomized all that had gone before it
in the way of efforts of private and public agencies alike to conserve the
1
values of family life for children in economically disadvantaged homes.
This conference had far-reaching ani practical effects and made recommend-
1 Grace Abbott, The Child and the State
,
Ch. IX. "Development of
Public Care for Dependent Children" pp. 3-111.
Henry J. Crepeau, R. I. : A History of Child Welfare Planning
,
|i Ch. II, "The Problem of Child Dependency", pp. 12-45.
a
ations for further endeavors which led to future successes in behalf of
the advancement of this cause. From this conference came two important
principles:
1, that the welfare of children has a vital relationship to the welfare of
the nation; and
2, that the child's home plays an important part in his normal development
and for that reason no child should be deprived of the priviliges of
living in his own home and with his own people because of poverty alone.
Mothers ' Aid Law , These two convictions led to the passage of the first
Mothers' Aid legislation in Illinois in 1911. From 1911 to 1936 forty-six
states passed laws providing for aid to mothers and children in their own
2
homes, Rhode Island passed a Mothers' Aid Law in 1923. The relief to
mothers of depeident children was dispensed under state supervision and
was eventually made mandatory upon the cities and towns. The object of the
act was to provide aid to mothers of dependent children under fourteen
years of age who were in need. Such mothers had to be capable and fit
morally, mentally, and physically to bring up their children. Towns and
cities accepting the provisions of the act were required to set up a local
board which was charged with the responsibility of determining the eligi-
bility of the applicants. A State Bureau of Mothers' Aid under the super-
vision of the Penal and Charitable Commission was created. Its director
was charged with the general supervision of the local boards, and with the
responsibility of accepting or rejecting applications for aid submitted "hgr
the local units. Upon approval of an application, one-half the amount ex-
pended for the recipient was to be reimbursed ly the state to the town or
city. This law continued until December, 1936 when the State Legislators
2 R.I. Public Laws, 1923, Ch. 455.

3
repealed the act substituting the Aid to Dependent Children Law, to con-
form with the Social Security Act passed in 1935.
Social Security Act . Children deprived of support or care because either
or both parents are dead, out of the home, or incapacitated, frequently
need financial assistance to ensure for them the continuance of a normal
family life. The Social Security Act passed ty Congress in 1935 provides
grants-in-aid to States to enable them to furnish such financial assist-
ance to these dependent children. The Social Security Act defines a "de-
5
pendent child" as a child under the age of sixteen, or under the age of
eighteen if attending school, "who has been deprived of parental support
or care ly the reason of the death, continued absence from the home, or
physical or mental incapacity of a parent, "and who is living with his
father, mother, grandparents or other relative, "in a place of residence
maintained by one or more of such relatives as his or their own home". The
Federal Government reimburses the states for about half the amount th^
expend for aid to dependent children up to $27.00 a month for the first
child and $18.00 for each additional child aided in the family.
j
Aid to Dependent Children in Rhode Island . The principle of public assist-
I
1
ance to children deprived of parental support and care in their own home
or foster home has been firmly established in Rhode Island, Public Assist-
! ance, including the aid to dependent children program, in Rhode Island, is
3 R.I. Public Laws, 1936, Ch. S, 1.
4 Social Security Act, 1935 Title IV.
5 Ibid., Title IV, Sec. 406 (a).

administered according to the Social Security Act ard the Rhode Islajid
6
Public Assistance Act of 1944-
,
implemented ly policy and procedures based
on a sound philosophy and belief in the dignity of the individual.
The assumption underlying the aid to dependent children program is
that when a family circle is broken or incomplete, or a parent is
handicapped physical or mental disability, the measure most con-
ducive to the child's welfare is to strengthen the home against fi-
nancial impact of these lacks or lesses and to give his parent or
other relative a chance to retain or re-establish control over their
affairs. Recognizing the fundamental need of the child for security
through receiving care, guidance and affection from his otm family,
the aid to dependent children program is directed toward enabling
the parent, or in his absence, a relative to ensure continuity in
family relationships and to maintain full responsibility for the
ways of living in which the child naturally belongs.'''
The purpose of the aid to dependent children program in Rhode Island is
two-fold:
1. to make it possible for the child to remain in or return to the custody
and care of his parents or relatives who have a natural bond of affec-
tion and concern about his wellbeing; -
2, and to enable the child's unmet need to be supplied.
The full responsibility for the administration and operation of the aid to
dependent children program in Rhode Island is lodged in the State Depart-
ment of Social Welfare. The program is administered ty the Division of
Public Assistance under the immediate supervision of the administrator of
the Division, who is responsible to the state director of social welfare.
The district offices (local boards) have full responsibility for carrying
out the complete detail of application and determination of eligibility
6 R.I. Public Laws, 1944-, Ch. 1505, S. 5.
7 R.I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch.III, Sec. 302, p.l,
8 Ibid., Ch. Ill, Sec. 302, p.l.

for payment on the aid to dependent children program. All district offices
conform to certain standards, policy and procedures set ty the Division of
Public Assistance, The administration of aid to dependent children In
Rhode Island is centralized and there is uniformity of practice throughout
the state.
In this study the writer proposes to determine the needs and problems
of the children and parents in some of the families receiving financial
assistance on the aid to dependent children program in Rhode Island, aid
to determine whether there is a need for and possibility of case work in
meeting these needs.

CHAPTER II
PURPOSE, IvETHOD, AMD SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The Purpose . The purpose of this study is to determine the need and possi-
bilities of case work with families on the aid to dependent children pro-
gram. The writer proposes to discover the problems presented the fami-
lies receiving financial assistance through the aid to dependent children
program, and the extent to which these problems are being met through case
work services in the Public Assistance Agency or "tiy referral to other
spcial agencies and what results have been achieved.
Case Work in Public Assistance . Case work in public assistance can include
maijy practical social services, of which the primary service is financial
assistance. Services such as medical care, child placing, advice on home
management and other forms of family guidance can also be extended. To
give these services on an individual basis and with psychological insight
is an integral part of case work. Case work is also concerned directly
with attitudes, with tensions, anxiety and insecurity expressed in family
and group relationships, for which the use of a practical resource may not
be primarily indicated. All helpful case work services involve understand-
ing both objective circumstances and also the individual's behavior,
attitudes, and capacities to use help. The v/orker must understand the
client "as a person", understand cost and standards of living, capacity to
handle money, airi. the way income problems effect family relationships. To
help effectively with financial problems requires an understanding of
human behavior and also ciLLtural and social forces.
Common Human Heeds , All persons have certain common human needs- physical
{
intellectual, emotional, spiritual. Persons in assistance families
should be enabled to meet these needs insofar as possible in the
same way as other persons in the comraunily."
The families of children receiving aid to dependent children payment have
suffered economic loss, and the children themselves may have been faced
with a threat to their personal and social security. Not all children are
negatively affected by these experiences, but many of them are and the
nature and extent of these disabilities differ. The needs of children that
result from a personal or social disability are a concern of the public
10
agency administering aid to dependent children.
Questions Proposed . How much awareness is brought ty the case worker to
the needs of the children in the aid to depenient children families other
than meeting their financial needs? Is primary consideration to the needs
of children being given in determining eligibility for aid to dependent
children payment? Is the public agency stopping with the determination
that the parent cannot support his family or is the agency giving consider-
ation also to meeting the parent's social and plQ^sical needs and helping
toward rehabilitation? Is the agency through its relationship with the fam-
ily preserving those things that the disabled or absent parent represents
to the family? Are the children in the aid to dependent children families
continuing with their education beyond their sixteenth birthday? What pro-
visions are offered to the child who is particularly gifted and desirous
of developing special talents and native abilities? Are the needs of the
9 R. I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch. I, Sec. 100, p.l,
10 Social Security Board, Aid to Dependent Children- A Study of
Six States . Public Assistance Report No. 2.
i
older children over-looked because they are no longer eligible for aid to
dependent children? The financial dependency of families on the aid. to
dependent children program usually subjects the children in these families
and the family as a whole to other related problems. Besides these the
children may present the same emotional, personaliiy, family relationship,
health, school snad recreational problems as the children of non-relief
receiving families. Are these problems being recognized and met and what
part is the social worker playing?
Practice of Case Work in Public Assistance. The writer realizes the limi-
tations of the amount of case work services which the public assistance
agency is capable of rendering due to the hea-vy case-loads carried by in-
dividual workers, the large staff turn-over and the large percentage of
untrained staff workers, but the writer feels that both the parents and
each child in these families should be considered as an individual who
presents definite needs and that manj of these needs can be met by the
public assistance agency through financial assistance and case work serv-
ices and/or by referral to other appropriate agencies in the community for
additional services. Much has been written about the place of social case
11
work in public assistance. Some contend that this is not questioned, and
others feel that case work is not really practiced in the public assistance
12
agency. The range and extent of case work services rendered in the public
11 Arthur E. Fink. The Field of Social Work , p. 356,
Helen Harris Perlman, "Casework Services in Public Welfare",
Proceedings of the National Conference of Social Work
^
194-7, pp. 261-269.
12 Elizabeth and Karl de Schweinitz, The Contribution of Social
Work to the Administration of Public Assistance". Social Work Journal
.
29:153-162, October, 1948.
c4
agency can be questioned, "but the writer hopes to point out that there is
both the need and mai^r possibilities for case work practice in a public
assistance agency. In Rhode Island the term public assistance service is
used to describe the function of the public assistance agency. Both finan-
cial assistance and case work services are denoted in this term. The Rhode
Island Public Assistance Agency feels that the principles of case work can
be applied effectively in public assistance when there is an understanding
of the use of the assistance plan as an essential tool in sound adminis-
tration of the program in understanding and meeting need and in successful
case work treatment. As we look at the definition of case work in the
writings of Maiy Richmond and Karl de Schweinitz we find that there are
many opportunities for case work within the framework of a public assist-
ance agency and particularly with families receiving aid to dependent
children payment and that the Rhode Island Public Assistance Agency has
applied the principles of case work in its definition of public assistance
service. Mary Richmond defines case -^rork as "the art of doing different
things for and with different people Ty cooperating with them to achieve
13
at one and the same time their own and society's betterment. Karl de
Schweinitz writes that:
Case work consists of those processes involved in giving services,
financial assistance or personal counsel to individuals by repre-
sentatives of social agencies, according to policies established,
and with consideration of individual need.^
13 Mary Richmoid, The Long View , p. 37^4.
14. Karl de Schweinitz, "Can We Define Social Case Work", Mid-
monthlv Survey
^
February, 1939, p. 39.
4
The Social Study . The social stxidy is a process in which the worker *s
activity is related to the particular case situation under consideration.
The public assistance worker does not have a routine plan for the social
study. 7/hen the social study is completed and the worker has a factual
picture of the situation presented hy the family^ has accurate informatior
with respect to, and understands the income and resources of the family,
she with the applicant, then relates that knowledge of income and re-
sources of the family to the individual assistance plan computed for the
family according to the agency's standards of assistance. In this way it
is determined whether or not there is eligibility for assistance, and for
what amount. The public assistance worker's job is to inform individuals
about the agency; provide financial assistance if eligibile, define eligi-
bility for public assistance payment, interpret rights and limits set by
law or "by the agency, listen to the individual's statements and help him to
determine -what his next step will be, understanding his problem, and ren-
dering service and utilising community resources by making money available
and ty helping him obtain technical, medical, vocational advice, etc. The
agency requires, as a minimum, that a complete review of each situation be
made each year. Some situations may be so stable that this annual review
will be sufficient to provide constructive service. This is not usually the
case with families receiving aid to dependent children payment. The work-
ers analyze their caseloads and decide which cases mey require only annual
review, and which may need more intensive service and attention. Each fam-
ily receiving aid to dependent children payment does not present a problem
situation and so each worker decides on the frequency of home or office
it
U1
visits on all the factors entering into the family situation. Some of the
determining factors of frequency of contact are acuteness of financial
problems, inability to manage on payment, changes in income, possibility
of rehabilitation of the incapacitated parent, and referral to other
agencies in the community for specialized services, such as medical,
vocational rehabilitation, employment counseling, etc.
Sources of Data. The data for this thesis were obtained from the case rec-
ords of families receiving aid to dependent children payments which were
active as of October 1,194-S, in a Public Assistance district office in
Providence, Rhode Island, The district where this study was made will be
referred to as the X district in this thesis. Books in the field of social,
work and case work practice were read as well as articles and periodicles
dealing specifically with case work in public assistance. The literature
on case work with aid to dependent children families is quite limited. The
same principles of case work apply in working with families who are receiv-
ing aid to dependent children payments as with other families seeking case
work services from other social agencies. Eugene Jonquet in his article on
15
"Family Case Work Services for Young Children" makes the statement that
the technical literature pertaining to family case work practice in service
to children is exceedingly slight. Primary material written specifically on
case work with families on the aid to dependent children program or case
work in public assistance agencies can be found in periodicals such as the
Journal of Casework and Public Welfare, the monthly .iournal of the American
j
Public Welfare Association, and publications of the Social Security Boaixi,
1 15 Eugene Jonquet, "Family Case Work Services for Young Children",
Journal of Social Casework^ 28:342-349. November, 194>7.
i-
iI
Bureau of Public Assistance. The philosophy expressed in the Rhode Island
Public Assistance Service Manual, setting forth policies, procesures and
cost standards, and the writer's interpretation of that material were used
as a frame of reference against which the services rendered "by the agency
were analyzed.
Caseload of Families on the Aid to Dependent Children Program in Rhode
Island . As of October 1,194-3 there were 2,766 families in Rhode Igland re-
ceiving financial assistance through the aid to dependent children programJ
ani 6,828 children made up these families. In Providence where this study
was made there were 1,540 families receiving aid to dependent children pay-
16
ments and there were 3,826 children in these families as of this date.
Description of the Providence Set-up, Providence is divided into five dis-
tricts with an office located in each district. The social service staff of
each district office consists of an average of nine social Tiorkers, two
senior workers, an assistant supervisor and a supervisor. The social work-
ers cany a caseload of approximately 150 cases which include Old Age
Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, Aid to the Blind and General Public
Assistance cases. The average caseload of families receiving assistance
through the aid to dependent children program per worker is approximately
twenty-four cases. The senior workers have a limited caseload of approxi-
mately one-third of a social worker's caseload. The majority of the public
assistance workers are college graduates without any professional educa-
tion. A few workers have taken courses at schools of social work. In order
to qualify for their positions they must have passed a competitive civil
16 Statistics were obtained from Rhode Island Welfare . 8:118- 120,
October « 19A8,
<)
I
I
service examination.
Study in the X District, The case study method was used in making the
study. As of October 1,19-48 there were 217 families who were receiving aid
to dependent children payments in the X district. Schedule ^ was used as
a check list in reading all these cases to obtain some statistics to pre-
sent a picture of some social characteristics of the families in the dis-
|
trict who were receiving aid to dependent children payments. These statis-
tics are presented at the beginning of Chapter III. This picture also
helps us to see the need for case work services in these families. Schedule
#2 was completed for seventy-two cases to study the problems presented by
these families and the services rendered by the agency. These seventy-two
ca^es represent a random sample of one-third of the cases active as of
October 1,194-S in the X district. The problems have been listed under six
major headings: Social Relationships, Emotional Maladjustment, Household
Management, Health, Employment, Support, Legal and Other, to include prob-
lems which could not be listed under any of the preceeding headings. The
headings were decided upon to incliiie all the problems that might exist in
any family group. Some of these headings are further subdivided (see sched-
ule #2) . Problems existing at any time since the latest acceptance date foi
aid to dependent children payment up until October 1,194-S have been tabu-
lated. The problems listed are self explanatory. Problems checked under
"Emotional Maladjustment" are problems showing emotional instability af-
fecting personal adjustment and separated from "Mental Health", Problems
checked urder "Llental Health" are problems involving serious mental ill-
nesses. The problems presented by these families and the treatment of these

U)
1
problems are discussed in Chapter IV, Ten cases which showed need for case
work treatment or examples of case work services provided 1^ the agency
workers were selected for consideration in detail and are presented in
Chapter V, These are not set forth as excellent examples but were chosen
to illustrate problems presented by these families in which case work can
be used or just what has been done ly the agency workers. No doubt, many
opportunities to provide case work services have been neglected, but we
are not attempting to evaluate the case work job being done by the public
assistance workers. In making the determination of services rendered each
problem checked as being present in the case was analyzed in terms of rec-
ognition of the problem ly the worker. "Not determined" was checked if the
case recording did not give sufficient information to determine the prob-
lem or treatment of the problem. In the event that a problem was recognized
the treatment was analyzed in terms of "Improvement" or "No Improvement",
Under "Improvement" both partial and definite improvement is included. The
problem either ceased to exist or there was some evidence that there was a
lessening of tensions, strains and stresses for the individual or family,
"No treatment" was checked if the problem v/as recognized but no attempt
was made to provide case work service. It is important for us to know about
the problems that are not treated as well as those that are recognized and
receive some treatment. This schedule was also used to help detennine
j
whether problems are being met within the agency or whether treatment is
made by referral to other agencies in the community and whether the com-
i|
munity does have resources to meet these families' needs. The outstanding
j
study findings are presented in the Conclusions as general observations on
1

the program to provide case work services to families receiving aid to
dependent children payments.
ii
CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN CASES IN A PUBLIC ASSISTANCE DISTRICT
IN RHODE ISLAND
A. Some Characteristics of 217 Aid to Dependent Children Cases Active as
of October 1,194S in the X District
As of October 1,194S there were 217 active aid to dependent children
cases in the X district. These cases comprised 24-3 parents and eight loco-
parentis relatives and a total of 54-7 children.
The Children , The following table shows the distribution of ages of the
children in these families and their status as to school and employment,
TABLE I.
AGES, SCHOOL AND ElaFLOYIvISNT STATUS OF CHILDREN IN THE
AID TO DEFEflDENT CHILDREN FAMILIES IN THE X DISTRICT
kgre No. of Children Per cent
0-6 182 33.3
6-11 169 30.9
12-16 135 24.6
16-18 31 5.7
School 21
Unemployed 1
Employed 9
Over 18 30 5.5
School 2
Unemployed A
Employed 2A
Total children 547 * 100,0
* Only 507 children are included in the A.D.C. pay-
ments (all children under eighteen years who are
attending school)
,
The largest number of children fall in the "uider 6" age group. Mothers of
young children are enabled to remain at home to care for their children by
I
receiving the aid to dependent children payment. There were fifty-two
cases or 23.4- per cent of the total cases in this group where there was
on3y one child in the family and twenty-two cases in which the child was
under six years of age. These mothers preferred to stay at home to care
for their one child than to obtain employment. It would appear to be more
natural for families receiving aid to dependent children payments to have
a smaller proportion of one-child families and a larger proportion of fam-
ilies with two or more children. Families with only one child deprived of
support are more often able to get along without public assistance than
families with more than one dependent child as it. is usually more difficult
to make plans for the care of a larger number of children. This is illus-
trated by the following table:
TABLE II.
RELATIVES WITH WHOM CHILDREN ?iERE LIVING IN THE X DISTRICT
ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY
Relative Number of Chilrlren Total
. 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 12
Mother(only) 6? 20 10 1 158
Father(only)
—-J 0
Both Parents 9 1? 7 1 1 1 1 1 1
Grandparents 2
Other relative
Total 52 84 39 26 11 1 2 1 1 1 218*
*0ne case had two statuses and one case the mother received
assistance for her own children and was also loco parentis
for her sister.

The mode for size of family was the two-child family representing 38,7
per cent of the families included in the study. The second greatest number
of children per family was in the one child group with 23.9 per cent of
the families. The average number of children per family was 2.5.
There were 169 children in the "6-11" age group, the primary school
group, and 167 children in the secondary school group "12-16" years. The
aid to dependent children program provides financial assistance to child-
ren who continue with their education up until eighteen years of age.
There were thirty-one children between sixteen and eighteen years of age
in these families and twen1gr-one of them were in school and their needs
were being met by the aid to dependent children payment. The agency also
makes provision for the child's needs beyond eighteen years of age if he
is in school. Since children over eighteen years of age are not eligible
to receive assistance under the aid to dependent children program they
still form a part of the total family group with whom the agency is con-
cerned and provision is made for financial assistance through the General
Public Assistance program. There were only two children over eighteen
years of age who were attending school. While the proportion of children
in the "16-18" age group who are attending school is much greater than
those not attending school, only 6.6 per cent of those over eighteen were
attending school. Children over eighteen besides those attending school,
are also granted assistance through General Public Assistance payment if
they are in the home incapacitated, or for any reason dependent. The great
majority of children in these families of school age attend school. Of the
children included in the study there were 93.05 per cent attending school.
II
Many of these children do outstanding work in school.
The Parents . There are various factors which contribute to the dependency
of children receiving aid to dependent children payments. The reasons for
lack of support which are used as the basis of eligibility for aid to
dependent children payment met by these families will not be presented as
j
it is not possible to do this within the limitations of this study. Some
|
of the factors which contribute toward depeniencjy according to the status
of the parents are shown in the folloT/ing table:
TABLE III.
REASONS FOR LACK OF SUPPORT ACCORDING
TO PARENTAL STATUS IN THE X DISTRICT
Parental Status Number Per cent
Death of Father 39 17.7
Father Incapacitated 56 25.A
At home 52
In an institution Ar
Divorced 19 8.6
Separated 80 36.3
Unmarried 18 8.1
Loco Parentis 8 3.6
Total* 220 100.0
* In three instances there were two different
statuses for the parent: divorced and unmarried,
loco parentis and death of father.
Separation of parents is the most important single factor in dependency in
the families receiving aid to dependent children payments in the X district!
representing over one-third of the cases. Separation may be an informal or
legal separation, search for employment, employment away from home, service
in the armed forces or other military services and imprisonment. Incapacity
ft
120
of the father is the second important factor in dependency in this group
of families representing 25.A per cent. Only four fathers were in medical
institutions; two were in the State Sanatorium for Tuberculosis and two
were in the State Mental Hospital, The majority of the disabilities are in
all probability correctible through medical treatment according to the
medical statements in the case records. If either parent is incapacitated
the child may be included in the aid to dependent children program, "In-
capacity is defined as follows: mental or physical incapacity, full or
17
partial disablement, temporary or permanent disability". In any situa-
tion where a parent is not able to assume full responsibility for adequate
support of his family because of any of the above reasons, the family is
eligible for payment through the aid to dependent children program, if
otherwise eligible. The incapacity can be incapacity in the home, or a
condition requiring hospitalization. It can be partial disablement, and it
can be supplementary payment made because the parent is not able to work
to the maximum. It can be temporary disability necessitating a payment over
a very short time or permanent disability. Incapacity, either mental or
physical, is determined by a study of medical, occupational, and social
factors involved. Evidence of incapacity is usually obtained ty a statement
from a ptysician who has examined or is treating the person. In this study
there were 168 families or 76,3 per cent of the families where the father
was not in the home because of death, incapacity, divorce, separation or
unmarried to the mother.
Unboni children are included in the assistance plan whether the unborn
17 R. I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch.III, Sec, 302.2, p.l.
I
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child is the first child or not. Children of unmarried parents are in-
cluded on the same basis as children of married parents. There were eight-
een cases of unmarried mothers and ten of these mothers had children under
six years of age.
In Rhode Island the law permits aid to dependent children payment to
^
any relative with whom the child is living when it is socially desirable 1
to make such a plan. This study included eight such cases. Table II shows
the relatives with whom these children were living. The greatest number,
by far, 158 were living with the mother only. This represented 72.3 per-
cent of the total number of families. The next largest number of children
were living with both parents, 23.8 per cent of the families. There were
no situations in which the children were living with the father only. In
two instances the mothers had remarried, but the second husbands did not
assume the responsibility for support of the children of their wives'
first marriages. The loco parentis situations represented 3.6 per cent of
the total families. In one of these situations the loco parentis was also
receiving assistance for her own children. In one situation the grand-
mother was made loco parentis because her daughter was mentally deficient
and unable to assume responsibility for her own payment for her dependent
child.
BuderetaxY Needs. Financial assistance is e-iven on a familv budp-etarv basis^
based on the specific needs of the families and the individuals in those
families. There are certain basic requirements common to all people and
these are essentially the same for all families and individuals. There is
a complete exploration of the following requirements with the applicant
1
I
or recipient of public assistance in every situation in which there is an
indication of need. These requirements are food, shelter, fuel, light, re-
frigeration, clothing, general medical supplies, household equipment and
supplies, advancement and personal essentials. These are the items which
are included in assistance planning with all family groups. In situations
where there are special needs such as needs for medical care, insurance,
carfare, payments of indebtedness, services of a housekeeper, requirements
when a member of the family obtains employment and other items. These
needs may be met as necessary. When any other requirements are necessary
for the health and well being of the individual, these requirements are
considered on a special basis and if not listed in the Public Assistance
Service Manual, such requirements may be considered with special approval
of the Chief Supervisor.
B. A Study of Seventy-two Cases.
To determine the need for case work services with families receiving
aid to dependent children payment the writer has taken a random sample of
seventy-two cases, representing one-third of the active cases on the aid
to dependent children program as of October 1, 194.8, and reviewed them in
an attempt to determine what problems exist, how they are being met, and
what results have been achieved.
Social Statistics of Seventy-two Cases . These seventy-two cases represent
a total of 172 children and 87 adults, parents. The ages of the children
and their status as to school and employment are shown in the following
table:
ii
TABLE IV.
AGES, SCHOOL AND EMPLOYI^IENT STATUS OF CHILDREN IN THE
STUDY OF SEVENTT-TWD CASES
Aee No. of Children Per cent
0-6 61 35.4
6-11 60 34.8
12-16 38 22.1
16-18 8 4.7
School 3
Unemployed 1
Employed 4
Over 18 5 3.0
School 1
Unemployed 1
Employed 3
Total children 172 100.0
The largest percentage of children, 35.4 per cent were urder six years of
age. The second largest age group was the "6-11" years representing 34.8
per cent. The "16-18" year age group represents only 4.7 per cent of the
cases with three out of the eight children in school. Out of the five
children in the "Over 18" years group only one child was in school. The
majority of the children in these families attend school, 59.3 per cent.
The relatives with whom these children were living are shown in Table
V. on the following page. The children in this study group, in common with
the total number of children in the X district, made their home with only
one parent, the mother, in 75 per cent of the cases. Only 20.8 per cent of
these families had both parents in the home. The main reason for the father^
being out of the home was due to separation of the parents.
The reasons for lack of support as presented earlier for the entire
cases active in the X district is presented in Table VI, for the seventy-
ii
two cases which were reviewed.
TABLE V.
RELATIVES WITH WOM CHILDREN T/ERE LIVING IN THE STUDY GROUP
ACCORDING TO THE NUI^IBER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAIjIILY
Relative Number of Children Total
1 2 4 6 7 8
Mother(only) 9 ? 2 ?4
* Father(only) 0
Both Parents 2 4 3 3 2 1 15
Loco Parentis 2 1 2 „
Total 19 27 13 8 4 1 72
TABLE VI.
REASONS FOR lACK OF SUPPORT ACCORDING
TO PARENTAL STATUS IN THE STUDY GROUP
Parental Status Number Per cent
Death of Father 13 18.0
Father incapacitated U 19.4
At home 14
Divorced 13 18.0
Separated 22 30.6
Unmarried 7 9.8
Loco Parentis 3 U.2
Total 72 100.0
Comparison of Parent and Study Groups . The comparison of the study of the
characteristics of the Tdaole group of 217 cases with the sample o:roup of
seventj-two cases shows many similar basic characterisitcs. The sample
ii
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closely resembles the parent group, although there are a few differences.
The sample group contains 31 4- per cent of the total children on the aid
to dependent children program in the X district, and shows approximately
the same proportion of distribution of ages of the children in the parent
group. The largest percentage of children are in the "under 6" age group
and the second largest the "6-11" year age group. The families in the
study group, in common with the parent group, had a larger proportion of
one-child and two-children families. The two-children families represented
37.5 per cent of the study group families as compared with 38.5 per cent
in the parent group. The mode for size of family for both groups was the
two-children family. The second greatest number of children per family for
both groups was the one-child family with 26,3 per cent of the families in
the study group and 23.8 per cent in the parent group. The parent group
contained families with 3, 4., 5, 6, 7, 8,9 and 12 children, and the study group
families also contained these size families with the exception of the
nine and twelve children families. There was only one family of each of
these sizes in the parent group.
The proportion of children attending school is much greater than those
not attending school in both groups; 59.3 per cent of the study group
children were in school as compared with 59.8 per cent in the parent group.
In the stvdj group 30.7 per cent of the children over sixteen years of age
were attending school as compared with 37.7 per cent in the parent group.
I
Of the remaining children over sixteen years, 53.9 per cent of the child-
I ren were employed in the study group and 54-.1 per cent in the parent group.
The greatest majority of children in the study group, in common with
f
the children in the parent group, made their home ydth only one parent,
the mother. The parent group contained 72,4- per cent families in ydiich the
mother was the only parent and the study group had 75 per cent such fam-
ilies. Families with both parents constituted 23.8 per cent of the parent
group families as compared with 20,8 per cent in the study group. There
were eight loco parentis situations in the parent group and three of these
were represented in the study group.
The most important single factor for dependency in both groups was
due to separation. The parent group contained 36.3 per cent families in
which the parents were separated and of the families in the study group
30.6 per cent of the parents were separated. The second largest group of
families in the parent group had both parents and these families represent-
ed 25.4. per cent of the total families. The second largest group of fam-
ilies in the study group had both parents, but these faxailies only repre-
sented 19,A per cent of the families in the study group. It is to be noted
that the parent group contained only 8.6 per cent families in -which the
parents were divorced, but the study group contained 18 per cent of these
situations. The third most important reason for lack of support according
to parental status was due to the death of the father in both the parent
(17.7 per cent) and study (18 per cent) groups. In the study group there
were 18 per cent of the families with a divorced mother and 18 per cent
with a widow.
There were no instances where the incapacitated father was in an in-
stitution in the study group, but there were four cases in the parent
group. The study group contained approximately the same proportion of un-
i
married and loco parentis situations as the parent group.
i
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CHAPTER IV.
COMMON PROBLEMS
The main reason for appljing for aid to dependent children payment is
financial need. Mai^r individuals applying for assistance may bring in addi-
tion to financial need other needs and problems. The principle problems
other than financial are shown in the following table.
TABLE VII.
PROBLELIS PRESEI>ITED BY SEVENTT-Tlr/O FMIILIES
Per cent
G^^ ^ «T 13 0 4"? oVi T 1^ OJ on ft
Oft
LJ Q IMA T Ojraremis
Parent-child 16
??tT^1 iTlcr
In the community 35
School 16
Playmates 3
Recreation 12
Other ( stealing) A
Emotional Maladjustment 20 6.6
Parents U
Children 6
Household Management 61_,..,. 20.8
Housing 19
Budgeting 24
Nutrition 12
Other 8
Health Mental Physical 9? 31.0
Parents 8 47 55
Children 1 39 40
Emr)loyment 23 7.6
Parents 18
Children 5
SUTDTX>rt 26 8.9
Leeal 11 2.6
Other 2 .7
Total 202 100.0
i
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The average niunber of problems per case is A. 2, This would indicate that
families applying for and receiving aid to dependent children present
problems other than financial and that these families present more than
one symptomatic problem. In 5.5 per cent of the cases, four cases, just
one of the specified problems was identified alone and in only two cases
no problems were indicated other than financial. The median number of
problems per case for the group of seventy-two cases is four problems and
the maximum number of problems per case is twelve.
Health . Health problems occurred most frequently in these families and
represented 31 .0 per cent of the total problems. In sixty-two cases a
medical problem was founi to exist and in some cases there was more than
one medical problem; either the parent and the children needed medical
care or the parents or children presented both a physical and a mental
problem. Health problems average 1.3 per family in this group. Only 9.4
per cent of the health problems were due to mental illness. In the physi-
cal illness group there were eighty-six problems and forty-seven of these
problems involved the parents as compared with thirty-nine problems in-
volving the children. The health problems ranged from a simple request for
payment of a doctor's visit for a slight injury or common cold to the
planning for care of children while the mother was admitted to the hospit-
al for a major operation and the making of plans for hospital care. The
parents' problems ranged from chronic to acute illnesses; diabetes, tuber-
culosis, anemia, back injuries and other minor injuries, pregnancy,
pneumonia, dental care, glasses, and the need for x-rsgrs and major opera-
tions. The children's health problems involved the need for services of a
i
Well Baly Clinic, treatment for prevention and cure of childhood diseases,'
minor injuries, tonsilectomies, special services such as diagnostic x-rays,
dental care and the correction of physical defects necessitating glasses,
special shoes, etc. Many of these problems involved the arrangement for a
specialist, occupational therapy and the purchase of surgical and pro-
thetic appliances. In many cases the physical health problems involved the
need for a special diet and interpretation of the necessity for the diet,
j
In some instances where the client did not recognize the need for the med-
ical care the worker interpreted this need and attempted to help the per-
son obtain the necessary medical care.
The mental health problems involved a mentally deficient child who
was unable to continue with school or obtain employment. Eight parents
presented some form of mental illness requiring medical treatment and help
in adjustment in the home.
Social Relationships . The problems occurring next in frequency were in the
social relationship and household management groups both with 20.8 per-
cent of the total problems. It is not difficiilt to understand that prob-
lems in social relationships should represent such a large percentage of
the total problems presented by these families. As has been shown earlier,
these families have been disintegrated to some degree by death, divorce,
separation, desertion and in some cases the mother is unmarried. There may
also be some family disintegration due to the incapacity of the father,
the head of the family. Even the most stable people in these situations
who are faced with economic dependency experience some anxiety and a feel-
ing of inadequacy and may find it difficult to make the adjuslanents made
ii
necessary ly the lack of income. The incapacitated father who finds him-
self in a state of enforced economic dependency must struggle against a
threat of helplessness, loss of esteem and social disapproval. In some
cases this dependency means loss of status in the family and community or
loss of prized physical activity. In some cases the parents create their
economic dependency through their neurotic reactions. Incapacity of the
father was the second most important factor in dependency in this group of
families. In some cases the family's attitude toward the parent's incapac-
ity as the breadwinner had to be contended with and the family developed
problems in adjusting to the father's incapacity. The joint relationship
of the parents is sometimes thrown out of balance temporarily or permanent-
ly because of this. The inabili"ty of one parent to function normally be-
cause of unemployment due to illness or handicap often brings some change
in the family relationships. This disintegration has both physical and
psychological effects on the family.
The absence of the father from the home in which the children are
living is the result of some break down in family life and may vary in the
extent of its effect. The effects of the breaking of the ties depends upon
the extent to which the family ties have been broken and the meaning of
this to the family. Family disharmony m^ be rooted in prolonged \memploy-
ment, economic strain, or emotional tensions, A mother vrfiose personal
gains and desires have been devastated ty an unsuccessful marriage or a
,
i
husband's desertion is having to reformulate her ideas, her physical habits
j
and her emotional life, and she may fini this adjustment difficult to make
and unable to cope with the situation. The mother's way of solving all this
i
will make a great deal of difference in the sort of home she makes for
her children. Some mothers have a difficiilt time rearing their children
with-out the help of their husbands. In some cases the absent parent is
an important influence in the life of the child. The mother sometimes is
ambivalent about the return of the father to the home. The unmarried
mother's situation is complicated the socially unacceptable position
in Tidiich she finds herself.
In the home the social relationship problems represented 9.2 per cent
of the total problems with the parent-child presenting the greatest number
of problems. In many cases it vras difficult to detennine actually what the
problem was between the parent and the child, but from what could be
learned from the records there was friction between the parent ani the
child and the mother complained of the child's behavior as being "un-
manageable", "causing too much trouble", "not obeying", etc. The mother's
reaction and method of handling the situation would lead us to believe
that there was an underlying cause for the child's behavior and that the
parent was involved in the child's behavior problem which produced the
anxiety and resentment which led to the child's behavior of which the
parents complained. The mother's own emotional state may have been the
cause. Some mother's have anxiety and guilt and feelings of hostility and
rejection which underlie the difficulties in living with their children.
In some cases the mother was not giving consistent care and adequate
attention to the children because she was not getting veiy much satisfac-
tion in her role as a parent. Some mothers seem to be so driven by the
pressures of life that they cannot meet the dependency needs of their
(
children and so these children are deprived of the stabilizing care of
their parents. There vrere only two cases in v/hich there was a problem be-
tween siblings and these involved rivaliy. As a whole the social adjust-
ment of the parents and children among these families was not recorded in
all the cases reviewed. Such situations when recorded were not reported
fully in the case recorti to offer substantial information as to the exact
nature of the problem presented or as to the treatment of the problem.
There was lacking in many instances an individualization of the family and
its members. In eleven cases there was a lack of individualization and it
was difficult to determine whether problems were present and the need for
case work services. In many instances the problem described did not show
clearly the type of behavior. This was either due to insufficient informa-
tion, or to the varying degree of understanding among the workers or the
lack of recognition of the problem, that is to distinguish between the
overt behavior and the causative factors motivating it.
Of the social relationship problems presented 55 per cent occurred in
the community with the greatest number of problems centering about school
life. These problems involved the need for school lunches and transporta-
tion, truancy, failure to be promoted, poor grades, stealing, and quitting
school. The child's reaction to school is often a syinptom of something
awiy in his personality adjustment and may be a result of the ipoov home
situation caused by the disintegration of the family. Children attending
school have requirements bqyond those common to other children in the home,
such as additional clothing, money for school supplies, transportation and
school activities. Some of the reasons for truancy were given as lack of
ii
proper clothing, lack of limch and transportation money. One boy was on
probation for traancy. There were only three cases in which the children
did not get along with their playmates and did not play harmoniously ;'d.th
them and needed extra amount of supervision ty the parents.
Recreation . Of the commimity relationship problems 34.. 2 per cent involved
recreation. It is difficult to say whether this presents a true picture
in relation to the recreational needs of these families as all cases did
not present the family's recreational interest or problems. Information
regarding recreation was recorded only vAien a direct request was made by
the parent to send a child to camp or in severe! instances where the work-
er suggested camp for the child's health and for treatment in the case of
two children with behavior problems. There was very little information
concerning recreation for the parents. In ine case a bad relationship was
developing between an incapacitated father and the mother. The mother did
not have any opportunities to meet people or get away from the home and she
was referred to the local Y.T/.C.A, The X district is located in a crowded
industrial neighborhood and it would appear that these families' recrea-
tional needs could have been explored further. There was very little in-
dication that these families were making use of the available neighborhood
clubs and recreational centers. If these children had opportunity for
recreation they would be less likely to get into petty difficulties which
later lead them into greater trouble and delinquency, and they could meet
children of their own age at these supervised recreational centers and
learn to make positive relationships with adults and children.
Under "Other" problems in the community there were four cases where
if
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the children were stealing from the community. None of these children vrerei
known to the police vd.th the exception of one case in v^ich the police had
warned the boy about further such activities and the consequences.
Emotional Malad.iustment , Emotional maladjustment represented only 6.6 per-
cent of the problems. It was difficult to determine the extent of the pre-
valence of emotional problems in these families due to either the inade-
quate recording or the lack of recognition of such problems on the part of
the workers. Problems such as a mother having a child out of wedlock,
prostitution, alcoholic parent, and neurotic disturbances have been in-
cluded under this heading for the parents. Emotional problems found in the
children were temper tantrums, feeding problems, and abnormal behavior
such as a child banging his head against the wall when angry.
Household Management. Household management represented 20,8 per cent of ths
problems in these families with budgeting the largest problem in this
group, Ma^y families fiiii it difficult to make the adjustment in meeting
their needs on the assistance standards as many of these families had a
greater income and higher standards of living previous to their applica-
tion for assistance, and while many families were not good managers pre-
vious to application for aid to dependent children it is far more difficult
to manage on a very limited income. The assistance budget represents a
minimum adequate standard of living. YJhile the next greatest problem in
|
this group is housing there appears to be very little which can be done
j
about this due to the acute housing shortage, Mar^ of these families live
j
in s mall, over-crowied tenements in unwholesome neighborhoods and they
would be able to move in more adequate quarters with assistance from the
i
agency if there was sufficient housing available. As for the problems in
nutrition some of the parents and the children are in need of special
diets due to health conditions such as diabetes, tuberculosis, anemia,
malnutrition, etc. There is also the problem of preparing adequate nutri-
tious meals on the limited food cost standards. The problems listed under
"Other" represent one problem involving adjustment in back debt payments,
and three cases with problems in setting up a home and four problems in
replacement of furniture.
Lesser Problems, The problems appearing least often are support, 8.9 per-
cent, employment, 7.6 per cent and legal problems. 3.6 per cent.
Support . Support problems involve the seeking of contributions from
fathers a?ray from the home for the support of their families. Eligibility
on the basis of continued absence from the home in FUiode Islard is deter-
mined without any requirements that legal action be taken against the
absent parent or that the missing parent be located and action taken in
order to obtain support. Immediate assistance is granted to help the fam-
ily at this crucial time in an effort to help stabili25e the family situa-
tion. It is part of the worker's job, however, to help the mother to rec-
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ognize that the absent parent still has a legal responsibility to pro-
vide for the support of their children and that it is also the mother's
responsibility to make eveiy effort to get the father to assume this re-
sponsibility. In some of these support problems the father does not comply
with the legal court order and other action must be taken to get the
father to resume this responsibility. There was one case with a problem
18 Under Ch, LZl of the General Laws of 1938 parents are legally
responsible for their minor .child ren^
ii
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involving support from older children away from the home.
Employment
.
Employment problems involved both the parents and the child-
ren. There were fourteen incapacitated fathers in this study and they pre-
sented some problem due to their present illnesses or injuries in that
th^ were not able to return to their former jobs. The fathers were in-
capacitated due to back injuries and back strains, henaia operations,
broken leg, ulcers, blindness and mental illness. These case situations
iMicated a need for vocational rehabilitation services so that the in-
capacitated fathers could become once again self-supporting and independ-
ent and assume their rightful responsibilities for the support and care of
their families. Problems involving employment for children manifested
themselves in several ways. Some of these children were most eager to
leave school at the age of sixteen to obtain employment. Some of these
children had a problem in deciding whether to continue with their educa-
tion or obtain employment. After leaving school some of the children had
a difficult time in finding employment due to their age and inability to
be hired for all type of work due to lack of training.
Legal . The legal problems involved situations where the mother wished to
obtain a legal separation or divorce, an incapacitated father sought to
recover money due him from a former employer, another incapacitated father
needed help to obtain settlement money from an employer for injuries sus-
tained on the job.
' Other
. There were two problems classified under this heading. These prob-
;
lems involved a special interest, piano study, and a need for special
j
clothing for a religious ceremorQr for a child's first communion.
i
Absence of Problems . There was an absence of problems involving religion.
This may mean that no such problems existed or that these problems are not
discussed with the worker. The question of church participation was re-
corded in only a veiy few case records. The Rhode Island Public Assistance
Service Manual states that, "There is also a need for educational, recrea-
tional, and religious opportunities under conditions conducive to the
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furtherance of plysical, mental and spiritual growth'.' . Religious partic-
ipation and problems involving religion could be discussed with the work-
er and referral made to the appropriate religious in the community.
Summary of Problems Presented . The problems presented "by these families
are varied and many. It is not possible to correlate the presence of any
two problems existing in the same family as some problems were present
previous to application for aid to dependent children, some occurred at
the beginning of receipt of the payment and some problems occurred later
on. We cannot say that one problem is the result of another or one problem
exists because of the presence of another problem. In twenty-four cases,
33.3 per cent of the cases where there was a social relationship problem
there was also a home management problem. There may be an interrelation-
ship of problems but the statistics obtained from the study cannot bear
this out. TJe can easily say without statistical evidence that problems in-
volving social relationships often are a result of or are accompanied ty
emotional maladjustment, ^e number of problems presented by these fam-
ilies according to the status of the parents is shown in Table VIII.
19 R.I. Public Assistance Service Llanual, Ch.I, Sec. 100,. p, 2,
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TABLE VIII.
PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO STATUS OF PARENTS
Status
Soc
Rel,
Married
Widowed
Divorced*
Separated
Unmarried
Loco Parentis
Total
Problems
jEmo-H
tioE llngntLth
5
9
21
23
3
2
63
5
10
2
2
20
Hea-
9
U
13
20
7
63
Em- Bup-|Leg-jOth-
ploy|port|al Jer
21
14
16
29
U
1
95
10
3
6
2
2
23
1
6
U
1
26 11
Total
Prob-
lems
IS
41
69
106
33
6
303
Cases
U
13
13
22
7
3
72
* Two cases had two status; divorced and unmarried. These prob-
lems have been tabulated under "Divorced".
The greatest number of problems were found in the families where the
father was separated from the family; these problems represented 34-9 per-
cent of the total problems. There were twenty-two cases in which the
father was separated from his family. The greatest number of problems were
in the Health group with Social Relationship problems secoid. There was
a social relationship problem in every case aoi one case had two problems
in this group. Families in which the parents were divorced had the second
largest number of problems, 22.7 per cent of the total problems, with
health the most common problem. There were thirteen cases where the mother
was a widow and the same number of cases where the mother was divorced.
The widowed mother's family presented forty-one problems as compared with
sixty-nine problems for the divorced mother's familly. The widow had the
same number of problems in health and household management as the divorced
mother, but the divorced mother had twenty-one problems in social relation-
rI
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ships, the greatest number of these problems in all marital status f^roups.
From the small sample of seventy-two cases it is not possible to
definitely state that there is a positive correlation with increase in
size of family and number of problems. There is a very slight positive
correlation between these two variables as is shown in the following table,
TABLE IX
NUMBER OF PROBLELIS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF FAlvIILY
Size of
Family
No.
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Persons
34
75
52
45
30
U
10
260
Number of Problems
0 1 2 3 4
| 5|6|7i8|9|12
13 U 11 9
<D
L-P O
o h
67
102
67
35
22
8
2
003
m
(D
to
17
25
13
9
5
2
1
72
»
® a (0
O O h
> U <D
CL,
3.9
4.0
4.3
3.8
4.4
4.0
2.0
4.2
The family of three persons had the largest number of problems of any size
family represented in this study with 33.3 per cent of the total problems,
but this size family represented 34.7 per cent of the cases studied. The
six person family had the largest average number of problems per family
with 4-.4 problems.
Table X. does not appear to bear any statistical weight, but it does
give a picture of the problems present in these families according to the
length of time that these faiiiil5.es have been receiving aid to dependent
children payment. The largest number of cases, 15.3 per cent were active,
40
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receiving assistance, between "16-18" months. The second largest group,
13 .8 per cent of the cases were active between "4.-6" months. There were
thirty cases, 41.6 per cent of the cases active less than one year as com-
pared to forty-two cases over one year. The median length of time for re-
ceipt of aid to dependent children payment was in the group of "16-18"
months. The cases active between "16-18" months had the greatest total num-
ber of problems; this group represented eleven cases with 3.8 problems per
case. The greatest number of problems per case was eight, these cases were
in the "4D-42" and "52-54-" months group. The number of problems per case
do not consistently increase as the length of time of receipt of payment
increases, but there is a scattered gradual increase which would suggest
that the number of problems per case increase as the length of time of
receipt of payment increases. This may be due to the fact that either the
client or the worker becomes more aware of existing family problems as the
length of time of receipt of assistance increases, or it may be due to the
fact that meiny of these families do not make an adequate adjustment while
receiving public assistance and as the time of receipt of assistance in-
creases they develop more problems.
How These Problems Are Being Met In Rhode Island . The seventy-two cases
reviewed revealed 303 problems recognized by the social workers. There were
only eleven cases in which it was not possible to determine whether any
problems existed besMe the financial problems. It may be that there were
no problems indicated, but the recoi^iing did not indicate that the family
was individualized and therefore it would be difficult to say whether prob-
lems existed and the need for case work services were indicated in these
i
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cases. It may be that the recording was not adequate but that the cases
were given the required service. Individualization of the financial needs
of the family is not a handicap as there is not a maximum on the amount of
payments. The agency can recognize the varying needs among individuals and
among families. In some of these cases the recording stressed the financial;
needs of the family and this might be responsible for the lack of individ-
ualization of the family and its members. The accompanying chart on the
nert page shows the problems recognized, the treatment of the problems
within the agency or by referral and the results of treatment. Each prob-
lem was checked for treatment as either showing improvement or no improve-
ment. The degree of improvement was not evaluated. In some cases the prob-
lems indicated improved without the benefit of or in spite of case work
treatment. The case work treatment varied in extent and range. Case work
treatment besides financial assistance was in the form of counselling,
procurement of medical and dental care for both parents and children,
making known community resources and helping clients get in touch Tdth
these resources, acting on behalf of a client with his consent in contact-
ing other agencies or persons, procuring legal aid, arranging for camps
and convalescent care, and in some cases there was evidence of intensive
trealanent. In several cases nrfiere the problems appeared to be too involved,
complicated or requiring intensive case work they were referred to other
I
social agencies. The major type of case work treatment was directed toward
the modification of the environment. All of the problems recognized did
not receive case work treatment as is shown in the chart. Of the problems
recognized 76,5 per cent received some form of case work treatment, Vihile
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23.5 per cent of the problems did not receive any treatment, case work
I
services were indicated. There was some degree of improvement in the prob- '
lems recognized and treated in 59.4- per cent of the cases. The greatest
' number of problems that did not receive treatment were the ones showing
,j
problems in social relationship. This represented A2,2 per cent of the un-
^
[i treated problems. The second largest group of untreated problems were con-
jl ceming emotional maladjustment with 16,9 per cent. We can see that in the |
situations involving the intangible case work treatment involving the emo-
I
j
tions and underlying problems, the social behavior and adjustment problems !
that these are not being met. Many times the modification of the environ-
1
I
ment will bring about the necessary changes needed toward affecting in-
I dividual attiti3des or relationships. There is little case work treatment
involving the client's subjective realities, their emotional conflicts,
feelings, etc. in helping the client to make a better adjustment to him-
self and thereby affecting a better adjustment in his environment.
Social Relationships . Out of sixty-three problems in the social relation-
ship grouping only thirty-three received some case work treatment and 66.6
;
per cent of the cases receiving treatment registered some deg2?ee of im-
provement. Of these cases 15.9 per cent were referred to other social
agencies in the community such as Child Guidance Clinic, summer camps,
Y,7/.C.A, , settlement house, Bureau of Domestic Relations and nursery
school. Because of the great number of unmet problems in this grouping it
would appear that the workers recognize that a problem exists, but are
either unable to meet the problem because of insufficient time or because
of lack of training and inability to treat the problem. Relationship prob-
lems

lems between husband and wife numbered ten and only four received case
work treatment and one-half of the parent-child relationship problems were
also unmet. In two of these cases the mother's sought help in making de-
cisions regarding the return of the father to the home. In one case the
mother was ambivalent about the maintenance of a relationship between the
absent parent and their son. The mother was helped to understand that the
absent parent was an important influence in the life of the child and
arrangements were made for the father to visit with the child. In another
case the mother was helped to a better relationship with her husband by the
worker's interpretation of the husband's mental illness. The writer feels
that many of the problems in this group could have been explored more fully
and referrals made to the proper agency in the community.
I
The School . There is a definite lack of contact with the schools and it
I would , appear that the school cou].d have been used as a resource. Out of the
I'
!
sixteen problems involving school, the school was contacted in only two
li
cases. In two cases children were planning to leave school on their six-
teenth birthday and there was indicated a need for vocational and employ-
ment counselling and this service was not provided or referral made to the
li
1 proper community agency. In the four cases involving stealing the parents
reported this behavior to the worker and in only one case was this problem
discussed with the parent and treatment was attempted "hy referral. There
I
are many factors that produce anti-social behavior and this behavior may
have its roots in emotional and personality maladjustments but we were not
able to determine this from the recording in these case records. In regards
to the school problems the worker can help in the diagnosis of the diffi-
i
culty and the treatment of the child Tiri.th the assistance of other appropri-
ate agencies in the community, if necessary, such as the School Clinic for
Children's Problems and Child Guidance Clinic. The worker's can gain a
great deal from contacts with the school. The worker can help lay inter-
preting the situation to the parent and also help the school to a fuller
understanding of him from the school's observation of his behavior Tdth
other children, toward the teacher, and his interest in and ability to do
his work. The worker can also help the parent to participate in all this
aM thus help the parents to gain a greater interest in their children.
Recreation . There was very little recording in these cases in regards to
recreation and after-school activities in these families. While there were
twelve problems in regaixis to recreation and 83.3 per cent received treat-
ment the writer feels that this area was not explored fully with these
families. Several children were helped to go to summer camp and one boy
was helped to join the Boys Club. The writer feels that probably many of
these children were in need of outside interests such as the Boy and Girl
Scouts, Boys Clubs, denominational centers, camps, and settlement houses,
etc. All these contacts can make for stable and sound relationships with
the leaders and directors of these various organizations and the children
have an opportunity to meet children of their own age. Many parents are in
need of help to understand their children's social needs or of the communi-
ty resources where these needs can be met and the worker who has knowledge
of the available resources in the district and the community can do a
great deal to interest the parents and the children and help them make
such advantages available. This is particularly important for children
A7

living in a croiwied neighborhood as is the case where this study was made.
Emotional Malad.iustment
.
Sixty per cent of the emotional problems were un-
met and only three referrals were made to other community agencies for
service. The public assistance worker is often concerned with the emotion-
al aspects of human behavior and trfiile it is not this agency's function to
treat the individual's behavior difficulties in and of themselves, social
problems normally cause some emotional disturbance and these feelings are
are brought into the client's use of the agency service. Feelings of humil-
iation or anxiety are allayed through interpretation of agency function,
through information on eligibility requirements, or through clarification
of the agency's procedure. Problems in this group requiring intensive case
work can be referred to other agencies in the commujiity staffed with per-
sonnel competent in psychiatric case work.
Health . Problems in health received case work treatment in all but four
cases. Only one case represented a physical problem and three involved
mental illness. As in the case of emotional problems there appeared to be
a lack of understanding of the mental illness problem and the possibility
of referral. There is no doubt that the workers are meeting the health
problems in these families whether the clients make knovm their health
needs or whether the worker recognizes the health problem and helps the
client to accept the necessary medical care, "^^s may also be due to the
fact that the agency has a most adequate medical program and that the med-
ical needs are met on a more realistic basis than other needs and the
workers probably feeling secure in this area are better able to provide
good service, ViJhile in many instances the degree of recoveiy was not indi-
i
cated, we can assume that there was some improvement in the health condi-
tion after obtaining the medical care even though this was not recciried.
The workers helped the incapacitated fathers, the mothers and their child-
ren to obtain the necessary medical care. Referrals were made to Well Batgr
Clinics, to local hospitals and to private doctors and specialists. The
workers can see to it that the children are given every opportunity for a
normal growth and development. Increases in the aid to dependent children
p^jrments were made to recognize higher food costs for special diets for
tuberculosis, diabetes, anemia and malnutrition. There appeared to be a
lack of a three-way interest and working together of the client, doctor
and social worker. The \ivriter feels that the workers could have been of
greater service to the clients if they had been more aware of the client *s
health condition and his need for medical services, Tvhile medical care was
provided the writer feels that the client could have been helped to a
better adjustment if there had been a greater understanding of the illness
and the meaning of the illness to the client. Beside the use of private
doctors and local hospitals referrals were made to the T,B. League, the
D,N,A, , the Floating Hospital and the State Curative Center.
Household Management , The household management problems grouping shows the
next highest percentage of services rendered with some improvement. Out of
sixty-three problems only twelve problems did not receive treatment and
the major unmet problem was budgeting. Case work practice in the area of
family financial counselling is no different from its practice in the
social treatment of other problems.
Assistance payments should be adequate to ensure meeting the individ-
ual's basic needs and because economic need is basic and primary, and
«
is related to the other needs of the individual, public assistance
staff should focus on meeting economic need as fully as agency re-
sources permit. However, because the individual's basic needs are
interrelated, worker's shoiold be particularly aware that adequate
assistance in itself frequently alleviates other problems.
There were twenty-four budgeting problems and seven did not receive any
treatment. In seventeen cases an attempt was made to help with this prob-
lem and in two cases when the public assistance worker's efforts did not
bring good results referral was made to the Family Service Society. The
value of the budget in the determination of need is accepted by all the
workers as evidenced in these cases, but there was very little evidence
that the clients were helped to understaiid that the payment represents a
minimum standard of living and that the expenditure of this limited amount
will require careful planning. The writer feels that there were more prob-
lems in budgeting than we were able to determine because of incomplete
recording in regard to this matter. Many clients complained of their pay-
ments as being "too small" and this was not esqjlored many times because,
the writer feels, the workers are aware of the limitations of the budget.
The client's inability to manage was accepted by the workers and they were
in complete agreement that the payments were low and that the clients
should "make the best of it" without determining the reason for the com-
plaint and offering constructive advice, making suggestions or referrir^
to the proper community agencies where help in budgeting could be obtained.
It is difficult to remain within the allowance set by the agency and at the
same time provide an adequate diet for the family and meet the family's
other needs. It is a matter of concern to us tdaen our clients are unable
20 R.I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch, 1, Sec. 100, p.l.

to feed and clothe themselves properly and their pajrment cannot be increas-
I
ed. In many instances ^en the client expresses difficulty in management, i
he may be projecting on the agency his feelings about his dependency and
while we realize that frequently the difficulties are created by psycholog-
ical or relationship factors, nevertheless there still remains a large
group, probably the majoriiy of cases, in which the family also needs
practical help in managing on the aid to dependent children payment. In
i
many instances these families must make a serious adjustment in their
1
I
standard of living. It may be necessary to change food habits, learn new
I
buying methods and a variety of practical economics. In time of financial
! stress, food is apt to play an even larger role than ordinarily in the
life of many families. Case workers are apt to be so pressed with the var-
iety of problems presented by their clients that they often forget the I
jhome economics resources in the community which can be used to meet their '
client's needs,
j
]
Housing . There were four cases iiriiere there was an unmet housing problem,
II i
[
The housing conditions were made known "by the client, but no treatment was
'[ attempted. This may have been due to the acute housing shortage and the
i
impossibility of improving the condition immediately,
I Nutrition , There was only one case out of twelve where a nutrition problem '
existed and this was not met. The workers interpreted the procedin*e for
obtaining the special diets and made the increases in the client's food
allowances to meet the special dietary needs when the necessary medical
' evidence was presented. The need for the special diet and the importance
of following the diets was also interpreted. This is another area where
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food cost standards are more realistic and the workers are quick to recog-
nize that they can be of help to the clients in meeting special food needs.
Other . The eight cases listed under this heading in the household manage-
ment group were all met. These included help in planning to meet payment on
back debts, the purchase of furniture and the setting up of a home in three
cases.
Employment
.
Employment problems totaled twenty-three and these involved
counselling, rehabilitation and planning for the care of children in order
to enable the mother to obtain employment. Of the fourteen cases involving
an incapacitated father there was a need for employment counselling in six
cases where this was not rendered. In these six cases, due to the father's
ji
jl
present illness or injury he was unable to return to his former job and
the workers could have helped these parents to obtain vocational rehabili-
I
tation services. This is in keeping with agency philosophy, "The assist-
ance plan should strengthen and develop the resources of the individual
21
and not tend to weaken or replace them". Rehabilitation is an essential
;
part of the public assistance worker's job. Assisting the client to main-
tain or regain self confidence with which to meet his problem is the log-
ical purpose of the public assistance program. Once aid to dependent child-
]
ij
ren payment is granted to an incapacitated father does not mean that
Ij
j
assistance will continue indefinitely. The worker must be alert to the
possibilities of rehabilitation for the temporarily unemployed father due
to temporary illness. The writer feels that sufficient emphasis was not
21 Ibid., Ch. II, Sec. 203, p.l.
i
placed on the rehabilitation possibilities of the incapacitated fathers in
the cases reviewed. The father's status in the home is maintained through
sharing plans for the family with him. In order to uphold the father's
Ij
status as head of the family the payment is made to him whenever possible,
j
The father while incapacitated and imable to support his family is still
I
able to act as the heed of the group in planning for their welfare. In the
I
cases where the need for rehabilitation services were not met the workers
recognized this problem or at least they were aware of the doctor's state-
ment to the effect that the incapacitated fathers could do light work or
work different from nHaat they had been previously doing but there was no
follow through to help them obtain suitable work. The follov/ing is quoted
from one case record where the father recuperating from leg injuries was
interviewed ty the worker in the man's home, "Worker tried to get M to talk
i| about his indisposition, but he was not ready at this time". The man was
accepted for A.D.C. payment on 7/1/4^ and the worker had not returned to
the home tiy 10/l/4^ when this case was reviewed to discuss rehabilitation.
In another case the worker recognized the need for rehabilitation in the
case of a man who had suffered back injuries on the job and was accepted
l| for A.D.C. payment on 9/20/48 pending Workmen's Compensation Benefits
settlement. She recoids, "Planning is to continue with M toward rehabili-
tation and possible employment" , In the twelve cases where the employment
problems received some treatment the workers discussed the possibility of
rehabilitation and in connection with this helped them to obtain the
necessaiy medical care. Referrals were made to private doctors, clinics,
and the State Curative Center, Items for treatment of the incapacitated

parents can be included in the assistance payment. Treatment can go further
than help for medical services. Referrals were made to the U.S.E.S. for
employment counselling services. One father was incapacitated due to
partial blindness and he was referred to the Bureau for the Blind and
arrangements were made biy the agency to send him to a business school.
Referrals were made to the State Rehabilitation Office for Counselling and
training and to the Community Workshops where one parent received occupa-
tional therapy. On the whole, in most of the cases reviewed, the fathers*
prognosis was good and the workers had an opportunity to provide rehabili-
tative services. There are many agencies in the community equipped to help
the handicapped. The agency provides supplementation to the father's earn-
ings if they are inadequate because of partial disability to cover the
budget.
In three cases mothers wiahed help in placing their children so that
they could return to work. The workers discussed available community re-
sources for child placing and in one case idiere the mother wished to place
her child in a boarding school the worker helped in obtaining information
about boarding schools in the community. In three cases the mothers sought
the workers' advice in obtaining employment as they did not have economic
security. The workers attempted treatment in these situations and discussed
with them the importance of mother's care and the problem involved in mak-
ing plans for the care of the children. In one case the mother who was
separated from her husband wished to obtain employment. In order to escape
the responsibility of the care of three children. The worker recognized
this problem and made eveiy effort to provide the mother with adequate
I
financial assistance so that she would better be able to cope with her
family's needs. The problem of child placing was discussed with her and
the meaning of this to the children and the mother's feelings about this
action were met. The mother was finally helped to accept her situation and
to obtain greater satisfaction from her role in the home. Sixty-six per
cent of the parents' employment problems received some treatment and only
33.3 per cent of these problems were referred to another agency.
The children's employment problems numbered only five and 60 per cent
of these received treatment; one within the agency ty counselling by the
worker and two "hy referral to the Junior Placement Office. The two cases
which did not receive treatment involved youngsters who were leaving school
when they reached their sixteenth birthday and did not have any training
or special abilities and were in need of vocational or employment counsell-
ing, but this was not rendered. VAien the children leave school at the age
of sixteen, continued social planning with them should be done in order
that they will understand the importance of planning toward their own ob-
j
I jectives lAiich may include returning to school even though it means loss
of employment for a temporary time. These children are allowed to choose
between working or going to school and it is hoped that the availability
of assistance will encourage them to stay in school. Decisions regarding
work and schooling are important issues with which the adolescent frequent-
ly needs help and the worker can be of service. She may be able to provide
this service herself or help the adolescent obtain help from the appro-
priate agency in the community.
One problem that did not show up in the cases reviewed is the problem

presented trjr the child who has a great need to assert his right to keep
his own earnings. This child leaves school to obtain employment and to
keep his earnings and the worker has a difficult time in working out the
assistance plan because of this. The child ma,7 decide to leave home if
pressed for contributions and mar^ times the parents are protective of
these children and they themselves do not want their children to contribute
toward the family's support and will accept a small contribution for their
room and board as they feel that the children have been deprived of many
things in the past and since they are now employed that they should provide
these things for themselves and that they should not support the other
younger children in the home, Many times a plan is worked out whereby the
child will contribute a set amount and this amount is taken into consider-
ation in computing the assistance payment, but the child fails to live up
to the agreement and the other members of the family will suffer ty this
action xmtil the worker can effect another plan of assistance.
There were no problems presented in regards to the children in the
home who were not included in the payment and there were no case work serv-
ices rendered to the members of these families who were not included in the
payment. There was one case in which the writer felt that the eighteen year
old girl who was employed did not receive individualized consideration of
her needs in regard to her contribution toward the family's support. The
decision to determine the amount of contribution of a single child in the
home must include consideration of the family's own plan and of the require
ments of the employed person. The earning member of the family has a right
to present his own case. The worker's discussion with respect to his needs
][ and to what his contribution to the family will be will affect sound

assistance planning and mutual understanding of agency function. The agency
feels that the amount of income Triiich the child retains or receives back
from his parent shall be adequate to cover computed or verified costs of
his personal needs. In some of these cases there were adults who were not
included in the assistance plan, but it is not known whether any problems
existed with these children or other relatives as the recording did not
give any indication of this.
Support . Out of the twenty-six support problems all but five received
treatment. Problems involving support are usually referred to the Bureau
of Domestic Relations. The worker's service in support problems involves
interpretation of the function of this Bureau and the services which the
clients may derive from there. It is part of the worker's job to help the
mother to recognize that the absent parent still has legal responsibility
to provide for the support of their children and that it is also the
mother's responsibility to make every effort to get the father to assume
I
I
this responsibility. Filing a complaint for non- support at the Bureau is
not legal action, but if the Bureau is unable to work out a plan for sup-
I
port with the father it me^r be necessary to bring court action. This is
discussed with the mother and if she believes that such action is in the
best interest of the children the mother may seek help in obtaining a
legal separation or divorce. Ilae worker can help the parent to arrive at
such a decision in accordance with the parents' own best judgement. In many
instances the Bureau is successful in obtaining support for the family, but
this is not true in all cases. Many times the parent does not keep up with
I
I
payments and this necessitates adjustment in the assistance payment. In
ii
5S
A2,3 per cent of these cases there was improvement in the support problem.
I
There were nineteen referrals to the Bureau and in two cases the workers
|
I
contacted the fathers involved and made plans with them to contribute to-
]
ward the support of the family.
Legal . There were eleven legal problems and all received treatment. The
workers realized that these legal problems had social effects and aspects
amenable to case work treatment. Service was rendered either "ly the worker
in the form of counselling or contacting private attorn^ s or ly referral
to the Legal Aid Society and the Bureau of Domestic Relations, There was
some improvement in 63.6 per cent of the cases involving a legal problem,
|
i
Other , The two problems listed under this heading were both met. In one
case the piano lessons for the child were obtained on a scholarship at a
I
convent and in the second case the special clothing for the religious serv-
ice was met tgr the agency by increasing the A.D.C. payment. There was no
j
information obtained on special opportunities afforded imusually gifted
' children other than what has already been cited. Instances of what the
agency could offer the handicapped child and the child who was particularly
gifted and desirous of developing special talents or native abilities was
not shown ty these case records. One boy who was interested in art was
helped ty another agency to get a scholarship to an art school, but the
public assistance worker did not participate in this. The agency does make
provision for recognition of special educational programs for children with
special talents or interests such as music or art, etc., and also for child-|
ren with mental limitations or emotional disturbances who may benefit from
,
specialized instruction but not from attendance in classes designed for
I
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children who can learn in a group situation planned for the average child.
Children with physical handicaps may be unable to take part In regular in
regular or usual school program. None of these situations were present in
the cases reviewed, but they can be met by the agency, '^e worker explores
with the family all available community resources to make these special
educational programs available to these children.
Summary of Treatment of Problems . It is encouraging to report that out of
the 303 problems presented by these families 232 received some treatment
and there was some degree of improvement in 180 of these problems receiv-
ing treatment. In only eleven instances was treatment provided jointly by
the public assistance agency and another community agency. The writer feels
that greater use of this treatment method would result in better service to
the families on the aid to dependent children program. Community resources
were not fully explored or used as they should have been in order to pro-
vide good service to these families. There were fifty-five referrals to
other agencies (this does not include referrals for medical care as these
services are paid for by the agency ty increasing the A.D.G. payment) in
the community representing 18,1 per cent of the total problems. The writer
wonders if many of the problems which did not receive treatment ty the
public assistance worker could not have been referred to other appropriate
j
agencies in the community and service provided in this manner. Referral must
1
I be individualized and it should grow out of the study of the individual
situation. The purpose of the referral should be clearly understood by the
worker, the individual being referred, and the receiving agency. Referral is
an integral and inherent part of the treatment process. Sixty-two per cent
ii
of the total problems received some form of treatment within the public
agency and 59.4- per cent of these problems treated "by the agency or by
referral showed some degree of improvement.
I
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CHAPTER V.
TEN CASE ILLUSTRATIONS
From the seventy-two cases reviewed the writer has selected ten cases
for more intensive analysis of the case work involved. These cases have
been chosen to illustrate the case work provided in meeting some of the
problems presented by the cases reviewed. Some of these cases illustrate
more than one problem and for that reason a larger number of cases are not
being presented. The entire case is not summarized, but only the portion
which illustrates an example of case work service. These cases have not
been selected as excellent examples as there is no doubt that a better job
could have been done in many instances and that mai^ opportunities for
case work services have been overlooked, but rather to illustrate just
what has been done. In some of the cases parts of the case records are
reproduced in an effort to show the case material and the worker's own
recording of the treatment of a problem. The writer feels that the direct
quotation often tells more about the client's problem and the treatment
process than any description or summary.
Case 1 . On 11/1/45, M age 38, applied for A.D.C. for his family which con-
sisted of his wife, age 35, and their three children, Anne 9, Rosalie 8,
and Frank 4-, W was pregnant and expected to be confined the following montl]|,
M stated that he was unable to work because he had been told by the doctor
that he had tuberculosis. During the intake interview the following took
place:
. • , M returned again and again to the fact that it was terrible to
be told he had T.B, , the fact that others had had the same experience,
that many men had to leave their families, that proper care could arrest
the disease and that immediate care could be had if necessary did not
ease his feeling about the matter. Whenever he spoke of it, his manner
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was extremely agitated. His feeling seemed to be that he should not have
been told such an awful thing. He wishes to be better, but fears examina-
tion will reveal the worse. He is quite sure that he had not misunder-
stood the doctor and insisted that "the paper" showed that this worry
was not unfounded. The worker checked with the Hospital clinic and founi
H was last x-rayed 4/44-.
At the home visit following the office intake interview, M tells the workei
that: . , • His recent illness was neuralgia and pointing to his head, he
mentioned the terrific pains he had at the base of his brain and extend-
ing over a part of his shoulder. M was not willing to revisit the Hospit-
al clinic "since he had suffered so much in the past". Worker tried to
understand M's feelings about his fear of being x-rayed and explained the
necessity for doing this at this time, M said that he realized this but
was fearful to know the truth about his condition. Worker talked to W
about getting M to realize his responsibility for getting x-rayed and W
said that she had tried. She and the children had been x-rayed recently.
Worker suggested that he think about it for his own sake since he was a
young man and secondly for the sake of his wife and young children who
undoubtedly mean much to him.
. . .
After further discussion on the ad-
vantages derived ty an immediate examination in fairness to himself and
family, M agreed to go to the Hospital for a complete physical and x-ray.
At the end of this interview M state, "I have never been able to make such
a decision befor this time". On 11/15/4.5 M retumed to the office after
having been to the Hospital clinic. He told the worker that "He was holding
his own and was able to continue doing light work". "You can't imagine how
happy I was to know that I was free from T.B, ". The worker talked to M
about obtaining light work and referred him to U.S.E.S. M did not obtain
work and on 2/28/46 the worker inquired about his efforts to fird light
work. , , , M had been ill with a cold, but if his condition improved he
would be able to continue to look for work. M still has the fear that he
has T.B. He told the worker that about two years ago, he was x-rayed, and
was told that he had T.B. After three months it was found that the x-rays
were negative, but he has not been able to adjust to the fact that he is
not tubercular.
Up to this time M had not been accepted for A.D.C. payment as he was found
to be physically able to do some light work and so the family was assisted
through General Public Assistance. M had been coming to the office each
II
week to collect his check, but on 4/4/46 his wife came in his place and
she was interviewed Ijy the worker. . . . W told worker that M was very
nervous, and had been practically sick with nervousness. The district
nurse had been at the home, and had told them that they were due, as a
family, for X-rays at the Hospital, W said that this x-ray plan always
scared M because he is afraid that they will make a diagnosis of T.B.
She s&id that he has been extremely nervous since he heard this, and un-
til the x-rays are taken, and the diagnosis given, he will be a wreck.
He has not made any plans for his job.
On 4/25/46 the worker interviewed M and discussed the above,
« . • Worker felt that this was the point where she could talk to M in
regard to working with the Hospital, with the worker and the doctor
there, as well as the case worker from P. A. M at this point asked the
worker if she had written to the doctor yet, as the worker had explained
to his wife at the previous contact, that she was going to do this in the
near future. Worker said that she had not written to the doctor, but
felt that after these x-rays were taken in May, that she would contact
the Hospital to find out the diagnosis and the recommendations for him.
Upon receipt of the summary from the Hospital, worker told him that if he
were willing to work with us and the hospital, we probably could make some
plan for him. V/orker asked him the direct question, "Will you be willing
to work with the Hospital and me?" M answered, "You've got me in a spot".
He got up and paced about the room nervously. Worker at this point said
that they would not be working particularly with the T.B. condition, if
there Yras a negative diagnosis. If there was a T.B. condition, which may
not be as his x-rays proved negative in the past, would he be willing to
take medication and follow recommendations for the prevalent condition.
M said that he did not want to go away to a sanatorium while his family
stayed at home. He said that he had a fear of doctors. and a fear of hos-
pitals. Worker pointed out that in the event that sanatoriimi care was
recommended, it would be up to him to think this over carefully for his
benefit and for his family. However, the worker pointed out that in for-
getting the T.B. condition would he be willing to cooperate with the
worker and the hospital in regards to psychiatric treatment.
The worker tried to learn the origin of M's fears and M discussed this
fully with the worker and he seemed to have some insight. He told that his
family was brought up on a lot of superstition, fears of lightening and
thunderstonas,etc, M was placed on A.D,C. at this point as it was felt that!
he was either physically or emotionally unable to obtain work at this time,|
He did not keep his appointments at the clinic,but his family was x-rayed

and M stated that he would wait for their results and then go himself. The
worker continued to work with M in helping M to accept the necessary medi-
cal care. The worker explained about the disease and about precautionary
measures. She also tried to work through his wife and pointing out that he
may be endangering their health. The family x-rays turned out all negative
and several months later M was also x-rayed and the results were negative.
The worker then talked to M about returning to work. He said that he did
not have a trade aM did not know where to turn. The \7orker discussed re-
habilitation and the taking of aptitude tests. He was referred to the U.S.
E.S. office for employment counselling. On 1/3/4-7 M was still unemployed.
There had not been any further discussion of p^chiatric treatment. He
told the worker: ... He started to spit blood and has continued this
spitting of blood for 4. or 5 days. He said that he was so frightened that
he did not know what to do. Worker asked him what he thought a person
should do in such a situation. He answered ty saying, that the worker
meant he should have gone to the clinic for a check up immediately. He
said he knew all that and said he should go but can't get up enough nerve,
Worker pointed out to him that he had made great progress for himself
sifter debating for so long in the past about having any x-rays. V/hen the
results were negative he reacted very well and was full of enthusiasm.
At that time, he sail thatt he would take all precaution to insure good
health which he felt he now had. She asked him to think about this very
seriously and try to accept the fact that his health was his responsi-
bility to himself and his family. M said he knew this, but what if he had
T.B. She asked him if he did not feel it was better to find out. First of
all, if he had it,doesn't he feel he should know so that he can do some-
thing about it and secondly if he does have it doesn't he feel he will
save himself a great deal of worry. M said that the thing that bothers
him is that if he had T.B. he might have to be separated from his family,
and he does not feel that he can live without his children. Worker told
him that this was a question-pointing out to him that if he loved his
children as much as he claims, he does he would want his health guarded so
that the children would be given the best opportunity in life. We talked
at length about these implications. Worker advised M to go to the Hospit-
al for x-rays.
M did not go to the Hospital until a month later and the results of the
x-rays v/ere negative. M again was referred to U.S. E.S. for emplojrment
I
counselling. Due to the fact that W had to undergo an operation it was
necessary for M to remain at home to care for the four children for sev-
eral months. On 8/7/48 the worker discussed the possibility of M returning'
to work as W had regained her health and was able to care for the child-
ren, M had been attending the clinic at the Hospital and on 9/1/48 a re-
port was received from the Hospital that M was free of the T.B, germ and
that he was able to do light work. The worker inquired as to the need for
a special diet for the family and the doctor stated that this was not in-
dicated. Plans were to be made for an appointment with M to discuss this
report and to make plans for M's return to employment.
This case presents a problem found in many of the cases where a
health problem exists; the client is unable to accept the necessary medi-
i
cal care. The incapacitated father refuses or is unable to accept medical
care and due to the illness is unable to return to his former employment, '
I
but is able to do light work. In this case we see the worker's persistent
\
\ efforts to help M to accept the necessaiy medical care: chest x-rays, by
I
interpreting the necessity for such preventive medical care stressing the
i
j
importance of safeguarding his health and the health of his family. In an
!
attempt to understand the reasons why M could not accept going to the Hos-
ii
|j
pital for chest x-rays the worker helped M to express his feelings about
jj
this and he brought out his fears and the reasons for some of his fears.
After repeated efforts to interpret the necessity for the x-rays on health
' grounds as well as repeated reassurances as to his duty to his family to do
'I
,
this M was able to go to the Hospital for the x-rays. Each time LI was faced
with another x-ray examination it was necessary for the worker to help him
I
I
to face this problem and to help him take this step. When the x-rays
proved negative and it was indicated that M could do light work he ex-
pressed his fears about returning to work as he could not return to his
former trade as a painter and the worker discussed rehabilitation and made
the referral to the proper agency where he couH obtain this help. The
necessity for p^chiatric treatment was discussed with M,but there was no
indication in the record that this was followed through.
Case 2 . W, age 64, maintains a home for herself and her granddaughter,
C&thy^&ge 15. Cathy's father deserted the family in 1941 and her mother is '
living in Boston, Cathy has been living with the maternal grandmother off
and on since infancy and quite regularly since 1941. Five of six other
brothers and sisters were committed to the State Home and School in 1942.
The unit was accepted for an A.D.C. p^nnent on 10/6/47 vihen Catty's mother
stopped contributing toward her support. The grandmother was made loco-
parentis for the child. On 5/IO/48 the worker made a home visit in response!
to a letter received from W. , . , W stated that Cathy is badly in need of
glasses and W did not know how to go about procurring them for her. V/e
reviewed the services of clinic at the Hospital and the maximum amount
that could be considered for reimbursement through A.O.G, . . , W then
stated that she is also concerned about Cathy's present attitude in the
home. He asked W what she meant and she said that she had requested Catly
on several occasions to assist with some household tasks, that Cathy has
refused and has told W that as Cathy's room and board is being met
through A.D.C. she has no responsibility for v", W said that she does not
expect Cathy to do any heavy work but feels Cathy could help with dust-
ing, etc. We saii we were surprised to learn that Cathy has assumed this
attitude, that often some children feel that they should not help with the
housework, that Catlgr probably does not realize the seriousness of W's
illness and present partial incapacitation.!! has arthritis of the legsH
We stated that we agreed with V< and as it was nearing the erd of the sch
school term, worker possibly could plan a home visit when Cathy will be
present and worker can review the situation with Catiy, We explained that
apparently Cathy is under a misapprehension relative to A.D.C. and we fee.
that in view of her age she is mature enough to be able to understand
certain elements of this program. We suggested that Yf should not use this
J
agency as a threat to Cathy but rather we would want Cathy to better
understand what her responsibility might possibly be in the home of her
graidmother liho has been a mother person to Cathy since she was bora. We
asked about Cathy's adjustment in school and her thumb-sucking and W
stated Cathy seems to be getting along quite well, that her marks are
good and that she does not suck her thumb as much as previously. W stat- -
ed that she has noticed outside Cathy does not suck her thumb at all and '
she has not received any further report from her teacher. It is only at
home while she is reading that she will occasionally put her thumb in
her mouth.
At the next visit on 9/9/4-8, the worker calls at the home and interviews
both W and Cathy. ... We felt that W seemed to be concerned about some-
thing and as there seemed to be a strained relationship between Cathy
and W we asked if axsy problem had arised that has caused any conflict
between the two. Tears came to Cathy's eyes and she stated that she
feels W is too old-fashioned. W does not trust Cathy and that it has now
reached the point where Cathy leaves the house without V/'s consent. We
asked W about this and she stated that she feels Cathy travels with a
group of boys and girls who have not had good reputations. There was one
girl in particular vrfao had been expelled from the Jr.High School and
Cathy had been called down to the office to determine how close a friend
she was to this person. Cathy admitted a close relationship but stated
she was not aware of the fact that the girl did not have a good reputa-
tion. W went on to say she had warned Cathy of this association for
quite some time airl enumerated names of several other friends whom she
felt were not acceptable. Cathy stated that rumors continued to persist
about people which are not true and we stated that this quite often hap-
pens but that this offense must be quite serious if the school felt it
advisable to discuss it T/ith Cathy. It appeared that this has been the
source of dissention between W and Cathy and it appears that W is not
able to meet this problem. ?/e asked Cathy about her own feelings about
this matter and she stated that when she has planned to go out of an
evening she requests her supper early and that W deliberately does not
prepare it. W denied this and we pointed out that there has to be a
happy medivun. W stated that Cathy does not tell her where she goes and
CattQT stated that in the past when she has told W, W does not want Cathy
to go and for that reason Catly no longer tells W,
CaXhy went on to relate a recent incident about attending an exhibition
j
with some friends and the grandmother's attitude about this:
. . • W stated
jl
that she did not completely trust some of the fellows whom Cathy had been
; seeing. Cathy defended this saying that what V/ really objected to is the
fact that Cathy does go riding at night with some fellows and girls. We
(i
asked Cathy if her going out nights has effected her school work and she
i
stated no that she goes out only a few nights a week and usually limits
I
herself to the week-ends. Cathy indicated that she knows the facts of
life and that she feels she can take care of herself but it is worker's
i
impression that W is fearful less Cathy become involved in some serious
trouble
.
We pointed out to W and Cathy that when there is such a big dis-
creptancy in age between a guardian and a child, that there usually is
some conflict between the two generations, that in some respects Catly
is right and others W is right but that Cathy should bear in mind that
W has had far more experience in evaluating persons and is more aware
of community mores and where as Cathy is young and feels W is being un-
reasonable Cathy should always bear these facts in mind. We pointed out
to Cathy that very often a policeman who sees a young boy driving a car
will stop a car in order to see the boy's license, etc., particularly if
j
there are many young people in the car that although, this is harmless
in itself the trouble might be created at some later date. We also sug-
gested to Cathy that a yoimg girl being seen alone at night in the down
town district is always open for questioning by the police, Cathy stat-
ed that she never allows herself to be seen with sailors, W seemed too
sceptical in this agreement. She had no evidence to offer however that
Catty has been going with any sailors,
. , , We suggested if any prob-
lems relative to this situation should arise again Cathy or W should
feel free to request worker to the home in order that we may review it
further. We did suggest that perhaps Cathy could limit her social ac-
tivities for a short time and W stated that Catly's mother has enrolled
Cathy in the Girls' City Club which now occupies a great deal of Cathy's
time,
j
This case illustrates something commonly found in the case records; the
clients can usually ask for help in procuring tangible things, but find it
difficult to ask for help with less tangible problems such as the relation-
ship problem between the grandmother and the adolescent grandchild. Case
work services were provided in this case when the worker related the
agency's function in regards to the parent's request for glasses for the
child. The worker also provided case work services in discussing the
child's role in the home and her plan to talk with the girl in regards to
her attitude toward the assistance received through the A.D.C. program and
her attitude toward the grandmother. This plan was not followed through,
however. There is also a further indication of an emotional problem in the
child in her thumb-sucking at home and that possibly further study should
have been made about this problem and referral made to Child Guidance

Clinic, Four months later the worker makes a second home visit and finds
that the relationship problem between the two has been intensified. The
grandmother complains of the child's behavior and the girl's reaction to
the grandmother's authority in the home. The girl complains of the grand-
mother's authority and her unreasonable attitude toward her activities and
friends. The worker attempted to understand both sides of the problem and
to effect some xmderstanding betv/een the two. The grandmother found it
difficult to handle Cathy's problem of going out and so she was not pre-
paring her meals on time. It appears that the grandmother needs help in
understanding the behavior and needs of an adolescent child and that W's
fears about the girl getting into trouble could be alleviated if a good
relationship existed between the two and the girl was able to discuss her
questions and problems with her grandmother. The girl as an adolescent
presents many problems posed by this age group and she is in need of guid-
ance and in need of someone to identify with and the girl is finding it
difficult to accept help from the grandmother. Further case work services
seem to be indicated here to help the girl make the best possible adjust-
ment in the grandmother's home. The worker tells both T/ and Catly to call
on her for further help if needed in regards to the relationship problem.
Since this would not be likely unless a crisis arose the writer wonders if
the possibility of referral to Family Service Society or Child Guidance
Clinic could not have been discussed. In view of the Public Assistance
worker's caseload she would not be calling on this family until the next
annual redetermination of need was due.
Case 3 . W, age 36, and her three dependent children aged 9, 7 and 2 make
I
70
a home together. W applied for financial assistance after the death of her
j
husbaiid because of her inability to work due to difficulty in making plans
|
for the care of her children while she worked and she was accepted for an
A.D.C. payment on 9/16/4.7. The following is part of the first interview
folloTTing intake: • . . Worker and Vf reviewed W's budget and when worker
interpreted the standard budget,W saJLd she didn*t know how she could
j
manage on such a small p^ment when prices of everything including foods
were so high. Worker explained that burring the foods in season and in
competitive markets where the prices were keen helped a great deal in
budgeting, also relating the inexpensive nutritive menues were available
to help with the food planning. W said that she would tiy to manage to
the best of her ability.
This case presents a problem in household management; buigeting, W ex-
pressed fear that she would find it difficult to manage on her A.D.C. pay-
il
ment. The case work here involved helping W to make the adjustment to the
|
Public Assistance standards. An attempt was made to help W with this prob-
|
lem,but the help was not adequate. Where could W get help in planning low-
cost meals, etc., and help with other budgeting problems? Since it was
quite obvious that the worker was not prepared to give further service
along this line, referral could have been made to the homemaking depart-
j
ments at the utility companies, the State nutritionist or to the Family
Welfare Society. The worker could have helped W in obtaining literature
from numerous sources on home management, meal planning, nutrition, etc,
A visit was not made to find out how W was managing nor did W contact
the worker. A year later, on 9/29/4-8, at the time that a redetermination
j
of need was due the worker records: ... We wondered how W had been get-
j]
ting along during the past year, W said that she was finding it difficult
I
but she had made up her mind that it had to be done and, therefore, is
making the best of her situation. She said that she had gone through a
veiy difficult period getting over the loss of her husband, but on the
other-hand, the children had been well, she had no trouble with them,
therefore, she supposed she had every right to be thankful.
I
This case illustrates a nianber of such cases which do not present ary
major problems and the worker becomes active with the family only during
the time that a redetennination of need is due. \Vhile W expressed fear
that she might not be able to manage on her A.D.C. payment she did manage
without any further assistance from the worker. Some further help from the
worker or referral to some other agency in regards to budgeting and adjust-!
ment to department standards probably would have eased the situation for
W. The record does not indicate the amount of dependency that Y/ had on her i
deceased husband in regards to managing the family income, but her anxiety
may have been heightened when she was faced with the problem of having to
manage the family's needs alone and on a smaller amount of mon^. Adjust-
ment to department cost standards is a common problem with many of these
families and case work is necessary to assist the families in meeting
their needs within these standards. In many cases this is the only case
work needed.
Case A, W, age 33, and her five dependent children aged 12,11,7,5 and 2
make a home together. W was granted A.D.C. payment on 11/4-/4-3 to supple-
1
ment her husband's contribution of $16,00 weekly. The couple had recently
separated and W had filed for divorce. On 5/23/4-6 the worker made a home
visit in response to a letter received from li requesting a home visit im-
mediately as she was expecting a baby soon and she had not seen a doctor
J
or made arrangements for hospitalization, W stated that Mr. K. was the
I
father of the child and suggested that worker write a letter to him re-
|j
questing that he pay for her hospital bill. During the interview W told the
worker that she was pregnant by a sailor. She explained how she met him.
I
their relationship ani her efforts to contact him to no avail. She express-
ed great concern about payment of the hospital bill and felt that the
sailor shoiild be made to pay the bill. . . .Worker wondered wlhy she didn't
think about the child's support. She stated that she hoped the child
would not live. On inquiry she said that she didn't feel"much life'.' She
She said she felt it was hard enough to raise four children on the
assistance she was receiving without adding another child. Worker point-
ed out that the baty^if not supported ty his father, would certainly be
cared for in her A.D.C. payment, W then remarked that her real reason
was because she would have to take total responsibility for the child.
She added that her young married sister had just lost a baty. Worker
then suggested that her sister might want to adopt the baby. W quickly-
replied that she would never allow that because if her baty lived, she
would care for it herself, "as it is hard for a mother to give up her
child". W also stated that she would never want to marry Mr. K. as he
drinks quite heavily and "besides I'll never look at a man again", . . •
Worker agreed to contact a doctor for W, also Bureau of Domestic Rela-
tions. W asked what she should do if labor started during the night.
Worker suggested that she have somebody call the police who would take W
j
to the hospital.
j
After the birth of the baty, $/24./4-6, W's divorced husband learned that W
j
had an illegitimate child and contacted a lacwyer who wrote to W in regards
;
to the status of the baty and informed W that the ex-husband refuses to
continue to provide for the support of the other foxir children. W was
greatly disturbed ty this and went to the Public Assistance office to dis-
cuss the contents of the letter ?dth the social worker,
. . .
Worker con-
tacts lawyer H. ty phone, explaining that W was quite upset on receiving
his letter and requesting that she explain that W's baby is registered
j
at the City Hall as an illegitimate one and at no time to worker's knowl-i
edge,did W accuse M of paternity of said child. The lawyer said that he
had not had time to check the recoids as yet but added that M also ac-
cused W of giving his name at the Hospital. Worker replied that it was
very improbable that such a thing happened in view of the fact that work-
er called the day preceeding W's entrance to the Hospital, and with W's
permission explained her expected delivery to the medical social worker.
The lawyer then replied that regardless of the aforementioned, he believ-
ed, M would refuse to give W further support for the childien, on the
grounds that she was unfit to care for them. Worker stated that she defin-
itely disagreed, adding that her agency feels W is a very capable mother
and at no time to the department's knowledge, has she neglected any one of
her children since she separated from M. Worker then asked if M was will-
D
ing to take the children into his home now that he had remarried. The
lawyer qiiickly replied that he didn't know anything about that. He then
asked worker if she was willing to stand ty W if the case had to be
brought into court. Worker agreed to do-ftiis. Mr, H. then stated that he
merely wanted to explain W's rights to her. Worker replied that 11 was
right here and asked if he would like to talk to her nov/. He gave an
affirmative answer.
. . .
W was told to call Mr. H.,if the payment dH
not come through as usual ani according to what would be revealed at
the time of her next telephone conversation with Mr. H. further assist-
ance would be assured at the district office if it was needed.
On 7/15/4-6 the worker phoned the attorney regarding the disposition of the
case. He informed her that a letter had been received from M's attorney
requesting a reallocation of a modified final decree adding that M wanted
custody of the children. It was suggested that W apply for Legal Aid
Society help in this matter as the private lawyer refused to handle W's
case any further as he had not been receiving any fees. On 7/18/4.6 W call-
ed at the office with a registered letter from M's attomey notifying her
of the above. She expressed her feelings about this and the worker attempt
-j
ed to assure her and give her support in this trying period. The case was
heard in court and M's contributions were decreased to $10,00 weekly be-
cause of his smaller earnings. The A.D.C. payment was adjusted to meet the
deficit caused by M's decreased contribution. No mention was made of re-
lieving W of the custody of the children. Worker referred W to the Bureau
of Domestic Relations for help in obtaining payment of the hospital bill
and for support of her youngest child from the putative father. After the
worker had helped W with the problems involved with the birth of the ille-
gitimate child W turned to the worker for help with her son, John's delin-
quency problem.
On 3/12/4.7 W tells the worker that her nine year old son has been
taking things from children's pockets and desks at school and the teachers
Ii
j
haTTS suggested sending him to a Home. She expressed her displeasure about
i
such a plan as she did not want to be separated from her child. ... In
the discussion that followed, V/ said her hay was a dull child and has
been sickly much of his life. She said, "He was an 8 months old baty".
She went on to say that as a baby he took seizures which he has now over-
come and from birth she has noticed a lump on his head remarking, "His
head appears to take the shape of the moon at times". He does not play
with any children except his brothers and sisters in the back-yard, as
"I am afraid". She said that she would never trust him with the younger
children, adding that while she is able to control him, other people
would not have the patience with him. Here she cited a time #ien she
hired a housekeeper believing that if she returned to work in the mill
her income would be greater. However, the housekeeper refused to stay be-
cause of John's actions, which the housekeeper felt were uncontrollable.
At this time, W sail the thought of retuniing to work left her complete-
ly because she realized she was needed in the home to take care of John.
In view of what W disclosed concerning her son, worker said perhaps her
fears would be calmed down somewhat if she were vdlling to have him ex-
amined by a physician who understood behavior problems and also have him
undergo a complete medical examination as the lump described, might be
fluid that was pressing on some of his brain cells. W said it was once
suggested that he should be circumcized but as yet, she has done nothing
about it. Worker pointed out that this need to be circumcized might be
the seed of his trouble. W said she would take him to the Hospital as
long as worker felt medical advice was needed. V/orker immediately ex-
plained the services of the Hospital P^chopathic Clinic to W stressing
the point that John would have pl^rsical and mental tests there and that
W would also be interviewed and helped in handling John. This plan was
agreeable to H who said she would telephone for an appointment. Worker
briefly explained Child Guidance Clinic to W as a means of later referral
W said she understood and would immediately seek help from the Hospital
clinic. After worker had cited the dangers now occuring in children be-
cause they were over-protected by their parents or guardians during
childhood and proper treatment or recommendations was not given. W said
she was concerned greatly over her child because she didn't want him to
do any vfrong to himself, to his siblings, or to ar^rone else. W appeared
to be very sincere in her feelings throughout the interview and again
expressed with great concern her feelings of motherly love for all her
children.
On 3/24/47 W informed the worker that she took John to the p^chiatric
clinic and they told her he was in perfect health but that circumcision
was necessary. She was to return on 4/4/47 with John for psychiatric
services, . • , Worker then inquired about the children, W replied that
John was still quite a problem even though on previous occasions she
tried not to reveal her true feelings about him. A few weeks ago she
I1
recalled that he and three other children got into difficulty by break-
ing into a store stealing several articles and burying them in a nearby-
chute vdiere they disappeared, never to be located. According to 1 the
boys were frequenting this store regularly but were not discovered until
they attempted to set fire to the store. V/ mentioned that the police
gave him a good scare. V/ said John is not travelling with these older
boys now but she has to watch him very closely to see that he comes
directly home from school. This inciient she said took very little
effect on him "as he sees no difference betvreen right and wrong". W
said he takes tantrums frequently and she fears he might hurt the child-
ren or do something in the home to destrqy all of them. This feeling is
j
constantly with her she revealed, and on inquiry, sail she would rather
j
he received the necessary treatment through Child Guidance Clinic and
]
should their recommendation mean institutionalization she is now willing!
to accept it. She added that this conclusion has come because she now
j
realizes that as he grows older and stronger, she m^ not be able to
manage him. Instead of striking W, she said he bangs himself around wheq
reprimanded by her. Worker said that she would be glad to refer John to
Child Guidance Clinic adding that it would be necessary for W to call
and make the appointment for herself and John further stating that there!
would be more appointments. Worker then explained that a complete test-
ing would entail time and treatment, W said she understood. Worker
further explained that John should feel such attendance was to help
both of them.
The worker visited the school to leani further about John's school adjust-
ment,
. . . John was found to be below in all his subjects. The other
children were doing well. John is easily led by brighter boys. The
teacher felt that "John has no fears and cannot be held responsible for
whatever he does and besides Ydiat can you expect from the poor home
situation". Here worker tried to uphold W's role as a good mother and
housekeeper for her children pointing out definite facts which upheld
W*s role in the home. Worker explained that it has taken time for li to
realize that John has needed special care but that at this point worker
believes W is ready and willing to accept recommendation of the clinic.
This case illustrates case work services both with the parent and the
child. The problems presented were recognized and met by the worker and
the services of other appropriate agencies in the community were used. The
j
worker was able to give W support and to help her through a most trying
period during the birth of her illegitimate child and the husband's threats
to take legal action for custody of the children during this time, W was
helped to obtain the necessary medical care for her pregnancy and arrange-
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ments were made for her confinement. She was also referred to the Bureau
of Domestic Relations for help in payment of the hospital bill and for the
child's support. W's ambivalent feelings about keeping the illegitimate
child were met tor the worker and assurance given that the child's needs
wouM be met through public assistance until support from the putative
father could be obtained. When the nine year old child's problem of steal-
ing and delinquent behavior were made known to the worker she helped to
make the referrals for medical and p^chiatric care. The workers contact
with the school helped the teacher to have a better understanding of the
child and his home. The bey was helped through the public assistance
agency together with the medical and other social agencies to make a
pretty good adjustment.
Case 5 . W, age 33, and her one dependent child age 7, make a home together.
W was separated from her husband and had not heard from him since IO/46.
W had been employed but was laid off from her job due to lack of work.
After exhausting her Unemployment Compensation Benefits she was accepted
for an A.D.C. pg^nnent on 7/16/47. ... On 12/4/47 W phoned and asked
worker if there T/as some way that her budget could be increased. Y/orker
said that she could appreciate W's difficulties due to the increased
cost of living but that the department standaixis had not been increased
at present. Worker brought out that this matter ttcis being discussed in
the General Assembly. Worker assured W that she would be contacted as
soon as the standards were increased.
... On 3/17/U^ Yl phoned worker to inquire about prep schools since she
would like to place Bobbie there in order to go to work. Since the work-
er did not know this information she suggested that W contact the school
department and inquire there. The worker also phoned to get this infor-
mation,
... On 4A5/AS worker made home visit to redetermine the family's
needs.
. . . The budget was reviewed and W was meeting family needs on
the A.D.C. and had not accumulated any bills. She had worked out her
problem ty herself. She made over some clothing for Bobbie from clothing
i
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given to her \r/ relatives. She also requested that relatives give cloth-
ing at Xmas time instead of toys. . . . V/orker inquired about Bobbie and
wondered if W had thought further about sending him to boarding school,
W related that she had made several calls, but has had no success. She
then added that everything seemed to turn out well since she became ill
and would have had to leave work if she had been working at that time.
Worker spoke of her call to the Department of Education and related the
information to W about this, Worker pointed out that there were a few
Catholic Boarding Schools and also many Catholic day schools. W told
worker that Bobbie is afraid of the nuns and had begged her not to send
him to school #iere he will have nims for teachers, W dii not know why
he had this fear. Worker asked if Bobbie liked school and she replied
that he says that he does not since it is hard to learn to read and
write. However he has many playmates there, etc. . . . Worker suggested
the possibility of Providence Country Day School for Bobbie. W seemed
interested in this and asked worker to visit her cousin's tenement below
while she used the phone to call , W asked worker to call and worker
learned that for boys Bobbie's age the Gordon Nursery School would be
available. W and worker then went upstairs and W pointed out that this
would not be a solution since Bobbie would be home in the afternoon
while she was still at work, W then thought that she would wait a while
until she recovers from her anemia. , . .
This case presents another problem in budgeting where the client was able
to make the adjustment in meeting the family's needs within the public
assistance standards without the help of the worker. The recording did not
indicate the reason wiiy V/ was having difficulty in managing and we do not
know if this was explored. It would seem that irtien W requested that her
payment be increased that she was actually asking for help in managing her
present A.D.G. payment. The worker did not take the opportunity to discuss
this pi^Dblem with W until the following redetermination of need. We wonder
if the mother's decision to go to work was not prompted ty her problem in
managing on her A.D.C. payment. The reasons for this decision were not
evaluated, but the worker did discuss with W her plan to go to work ani
tried to help to make plans for the care of her child while the mother was
employed. In this type situation it is necessary to discuss with the mother
the importance of the mother's care and to determine the nature of the

mother's relationship m.ih the child and nvho is to look after the child
while the mother is working and will the child get adequate care. The
worker shoiild discuss the meaning of this added security the family gains
through the mother's emplcyment, \7hat are the reasons why the mother
chooses emplo3nnent to staying at home and caring for her children.
Case 6
.
W, age 38, and her three dependent children aged 15,13 and 5 make
a home together. W has been legally separated from her husband since
11/5/4.3. 5y court order IS was to pay $25.00 weekly for si5)port of the fam-
ily, but he failed to give the full amount and so W applied for A.D.C, to
supplement her husband's contribution of $13.00 weekly and she was accept-
ed for A.D.C. payment on 1/28/4-6,
On 3A3/4-6 the worker called at the home to find out how W ?ras managing on
her A.D.C. payment. , . . W told the worker that she was having a difficulti
time managing because her husband had not been giving her the full $13,001
weekly payment, W had been to Bureau of Domestic Relations and spoke with
the laviyer there and was told that the matter would be settled at the
time of the court hearing for the pending divorce. The worker explained
how the department could help her meet the deficit incurred by her hus-
band's failure to meet the court order, and that we could plan to meet
the deficit until some decision is reached "fcy the court concerning M's
responsibility in meeting his back payments.
On 5/27/4.7 arrangements were made through the Bureau of Domestic Relations
for M to meet some back payments by increase of $1,00 weekly in payment.
The worker inquired about the children and W told of her difficulty vn.th
Pat, age 15, Pat was absent from school a great deal. The mother had a
difficult time getting him up in the morning. The reasons for this were
discussed with the mother and the worker learned that the children were
allowed to stay up very late at night. The worker suggested that W see to
it that Pat went to bed early so that he would not be too tired in the

morning and wotild be able to get off to school. W did not have anjr trouble
with the two yoimger children. Pat was in an ungraded room and was older
than most of the other children. He had recently been put on probation
for truancy. The mother described his behavior and the worker interpreted
the behavior to the mother as typical of many adolescent boys pointing out
the need for guidance. The worker inquired about his interests and spare-*
time activities. These were discussed and the worker pointed out the local
communily recreational centers. The worker discussed the possibility of
camp and stated that she irould inquire about this for the bc^s, ... In
discussing the health of the children W told the worker that the doctor
told her that their tenement was not good, because it was too damp and
the plumbing was badly in need of repairs and the landlord did not
attend to this. T/orker concurred with this and encouraged W to look for
better housing recognizing with her the acute shortage. W told of her
activity to fird a new tenement. The worker discussed the department's
policy and standard about rent allowance. . . . W seemed to appreciate
having somebody to talk to and said that she, herself, sometimes felt
lonely. Worker suggested that the Nickerson House also had adult pro-
grams and told her about the Mothers' Club which was a social organiza-
tion for the mothers of the children attending the settlement house, i
Worker also explained about the home economics classes there.
On the worker contacted the school atteniance officer and learned
,
that Pat had a long record of truancjy and defiance and was on probation
for truancy. The worker contacted the Probation Counselor to discuss the
possibility of trying to integrate his work with Pat into the family
pattern. They discussed idiat the probation counselor had tried to do to
interest the boy in outside activities. Since placed on probation the boy
had been attending school. It was suggested that possibly psychiatric
treatment would help the boy. The worker tried to help the mother to under-
stand Pat's behavior. , , . W does not seem to feel that Ivi*s absence from
the home has had any unfavorable effects on them although she attributed
Pat's nervous condition to her husband's past behavior in the home. M
never took much interest in the children and did not concern himself with

their problems.
On U/^/UI . . • W TOis troubled as to iivhat she could do for Pat, Worker
said she had been wondering what W would think about referring the boy
to Child Guidance Clinic. She explained that it was a clinic in which
they would not accept children without one of their parents because theiy
believed in talking it over with the parent. W did not accept the sug-
gestion and explained that she had been to school clinic and had been
advised "not to bother too much with him to get him up in the morning foif
school, but to just wake him and let him get up by himself". She said
that she did this but that he was worse than ever. Worker said that she
could uoierstand this but that sometime as you grow older, we are more
ready for treatment and that perhaps Pat, would benefit more ty psychi-
atric treatment now. She said, however, that she was just suggesting
this and perhaps W could just think about it.
On 7/24./47 . . . W claims that she isn't having any more trouble with the
children, who acco2rding to her, are quite well behaved and adjusted and
j
that the only trouble with Pat is when he has to go to school. She went
on to say he keeps looking forward to the time when he will be 16 years
of age as he is planning to leave school at that time. According to W,
ii
he is still interested in transferring to Trade School, it is possible !
that if he does so, he m^ be willing to complete his course there even
after he reaches Id. Worker commented that the boy would need consider-
able encouragement and help when he returns to school in the fall, aid
that we would be glad to help W meet any difficulties irfaich might arise
in this area.
j
On 11/18/47 (Two months after school reopened) . . . Pat now has been get-
ting to school on time, but according to W, bacame involved in other
trouble. He talks out of turn, starts scraps and caused sufficient
difficulty for W to be called to school vrfiere she talked with the prin- '}
cipal who apparently has a veiy good understanding of the home situation
and its effect on the boy. j
On 1/16/48 (The worker had requested that W call at the office.) • , ,
j
The worker explained that we wanted to discuss Pat's plan with her and
!
she stated he was planning to leave school as soon as he is 16 as he
[
does not like it and the last few weeks it has been worse than ever, and
he has had a great deal of trouble. The worker discussed possible employ-
ment and mentioned Junior Placement. The worker suggested also that he
could discuss with his guidance teacher what his future planning would
|
be. The worker inquired what kind of trouble Pat had had and W stated I
that it was merely that he hated to get up in the morning. The worker
suggested that it might be that he does not go to bed on time, but W
stated he goes quite early but just cannot get up and therefore would
prefer night work, but realizes this may not be possible because of the
laws governing the hours that children might work. The worker also
suggested that Pat could go to the U.S.E.S. office to register for work.
W wondered how the income checks would be arranged and whether Pat would

consider her as a dependent or she would consjuder him. The worker point-
ed out that this should be discussed with the Internal Revenue and would
depend on the degree of dependency that each had toward the other.
W inquired if A.D.C. would be discontinued and the worker pointed
out that it would depend entirely on the family's ability to manage and
the amount of earnings that the hoy has, V/ stated that she feels the
responsibility will be good for the boy, but that at the same time she
does not want to take all of his earnings. She stated that actually he
has a veiy poor education as he is a poor reader and speller, and just
had not been able to learn. He fonnerly worked last summer in a gas
station and she hopes he will be able to find suitable work.
j
On 8/20/4B (W at the office accompanied by Pat.) , . , M was quite happy
because he had obtained a job at the I. Service Station. At present he
was told he will work 5 hours at night and 8 hours on Sundsgr. ^is will 1
be a 6 day week for him and he will make about 75 cents an hour. Worker
then figured out that the average pay would be about ,124..00 weekly. She
asked him what he thought would be a fair contribution to his mother. He
declined to say and W did not want to say what she felt her son should
give her. Worker then interpreted to them vriiat his obligations were to
his mother and his younger brothers and pointed out to him that being
the oldest of the family he was assuming his rirrhtful place as supporter
of his mother just as the other children would do when it came their
turn to work, Pat seemed to understand that this was part of the man-
sized job he had decided to accept by leaving school and going to work.
However, he was rather reluctant that he should give veiy much to his
mother. Worker pointed out to him in terms of obligation and our stand-
ards of assistance what he would be allov/ed for his clothing, health and
incidental expenses needs if he were on assistance, pointing out vAiat
also might be an adequate sum he might retain from his wages. Worker
stated that he should at least give one-half his salaiy to his mother.
This both he and W were agreeable to. However, since he had not worked
as yet a full week, nor received a pay, it was decided not to make a
definite decision until such pay would be available. , , , It was de-
cided that W or Pat should contact the worker the following week to let
her know just what pay plans are.
W contacted the worker as planned and the plan was followed through. This
is a typical case of a youngster who makes a poor adjustment in school and
[
is eager to leave school as soon as he becomes 16 years of age. The worker '
contacted the school in an effort to learn something of the boy's school
!
record. Probably much could have been gained if the boy's school counselor
had been interviewed and the boy's interest in Trade School discussed. The
question of Trade School for Pat was not followed through. Pat's reaction
•(
to school may have been a gymptoin of something awry in his personality
adjustment. His resentment of school's authority and truancy were probably
due to more fundamental problems. The worker attempted to diagnose the
difficulty and discussed referral to Child Guidance Clinic. The parent
failed to accept the referral. At the time that the boy was leaving school
the worker discussed employment and made suggestions as to v^ere he could
obtain vocational guidance and register for work. The child could have
been interviewed ty the worker to discuss the decision regeirding work and
schooling and referral could have been made to the appropriate agency for
further help. Six months after the boy leaves school, he obtains employ-
ment and the worker discussed his responsibility for supporting the family.
The worker records that the boy "was reluctant that he should give very
much to his mother". Several cases showed that some of these yoimgsters
who leave school to obtain employment have a great need to assert their
right to keep their own earnings and go their own way, and unwilling to
help bring up their yoTinger brothers and sisters. The writer questions as
to Tiriaether a sound plan was worked out with Pat and his mother. The fam-
ily's own plan was not presented ajnd the requirements of Pat were not
reviewed in full . The employed child's personal needs should be discussed
ani the amount the child retains or receives back from his parent should
be adequate to cover these needs and then the decision as to what his
contribution to the family will be is made. This ?rill effect sound assist-
ance planning and mutual understanding of agency function. In this case
the worker also attempted to meet both the children's and the mother's
recreational needs and referral was made to local community recreation
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centers. The worker also made an attempt to work with the probation
counselor and the school attendance officer in regards to Pat' s problem.
This case also illustrates the treatment of a support problem. Referral
was made to the Bureau of Domestic Relations and the worker made the neces-
sary adjustments in the A.D.C. payment to meet the deficit caused lay the
lack of M's contribution pending the settlement through the Bureau. This
mother was also being helped in obtaining a divorce through the Bureau.
Case 7 . V/, age 35, and her one dependent son, age 7, make a home together.
The unit was accepted for A.D.C. payment on 1/28/48 after M, who was
legally separated from W, had stopped contributing the $20.00 weekly court
order for the support of the unit and W had given up her employment in
order to stay home to look after the child as the mother considered him a
i
problem. The father later made a $10.00 weekly support payment and the
A.D.C, payment supplemented this income. The follovdng excerpt from the
case record presents the problem and its treatment:
. , , T/ said that one
of the reasons she had gone to work was because John had a feeding prob-
lem and she thought if she had a little money that she would be able to
biy more aod better food and be enabled to meet John's taste. Worker
discussed the matter of John's feeding problem with W, iriio intimated
that it is necessary for her to sit beside him although he is 6 years
of age. Worker suggested that children of this age usually were quite
competent in feeding themselves and that possibly this was an indication
of something else and needed to be explored and that the earlier it was
taken care of, the more helpful it might be to the child and proceeded
to interpret the services of Child Guidance Clinic. W said that she will
be willing to go anywhere and see anyone so that John could be helped in
his food habits. She thinks that the boy is eating enough. He is re-
fusing milk and other foods which he should have. Worker suggested that
the Child Guidance Clinic might help W too, in how she could handle the
matter. She esqjressed some concern that John might be hurt during exam-
ination. Worker again interpreted that this was a counselling service
and that if any physical examination was required, it would be with a
physician of W' s own choice, who would report the findings to the doctor
of the Child Guidance Clinic. W then became very interested in what
could be done.
I

Referral to the Child Guidance Clinic was not made during this interview.
At the home visit following the intake the worker records the following
in regards to the child's problem:
. . .
W admitted that she had spoiled
her son as he is the only child. She has been over protective of him.
The fact that W can admit this is I believe a good indication that she
can meet any change that may be needed to enable John to continue a
normal adjustment as he grows older. Worker discussed the possibility
of moving John into his own room. W agreed that this would be very good
for him but she has no bed for him at this time. The crib, for which
John is becoming too big, is the only sleeping accommodation she had for
John. She keeps it in her room so that she can be sure that John is
covered. This may be another sign of W's over-protectiveness, but as
he is too large for the crib the chances of his kicking the blanket off
are veiy great and W's concern can be understood. W would like to be
able to get a bed for John and to fix up a room for him. Worker discuss-
ed the possibility of W's saving a little each month toward the purchase
of a bed arxi also the possibility of procuring under the A.D.C. program.
Further discussion of this point will be made in the future contacts. •
. .
John has become veiy curious and disturbed over the absence of his
father from the home. It is planned in future contacts to work with W
and her feelings toward John and the return of M. Referral of John to
the Child Guidance Clinic will be taken into consideration if it is
shown that John needs this assistance.
On 2/9/43 W contacted the worker and informed her that she was upset about
her son being referred to Child Guidance Clinic. The worker learned of
the abnonnally close attachment between mother and child. The worker tried
to get the bed for John through community resources in order to prevent
the development of further attachment and abnormal relationship between
the two. The worker talked to John and decided not to make the referral toj
the Clinic. The worker learned that John had been uMer the treatment of
Dr« C, for an anemia condition and malnutrition and the special diet re-
quired ty John for these conditions was considered in determining the
family's food allowance. On 4/21/48 the worker continued to try to help W
j
with her problem of over-protection of her child. W now allowed her hus-
band to spend some time with John in the home as she had come to realize

that John needed some relationship with a man, . , , Worker and W discussed
7/'s over-protectiveness of John and the results that this treatment
|
might bring forth. 7J said she realizes that John may become too attached i
to her and tries to make him as independent as possible but due to the
circumstances of her marital relationship with her husband, finds it
difficult not to be over-protective of John. John is still sleeping in
the crib in his mother's room and W realizes that it would be much better|
for John to have a bed of his own. She plans to shop around and try to
find a bed that will be suitable for John. Worker again interpret^ the
procedure that would have to be followed to obtain this need. ... At
the present time W seems to be doing as well as can be expected in ad-
justing to John's need for a father. Her father of whom John is very fondj
appears to be filling this need at the present time. Future discussions
will be around the area of John joining some organization such as the
Boys Scouts.
In this case the worker recognized the mother's emotional problem and her
reaction to her separation from her husband by over-protecting her only
child. Treatment is attempted and efforts made to get a bed of his own for
the child and to have a relationship with a male figure. The worker also
planned to introduce the child to a boys' club. The child's need for a
special diet was also met. We were unable to determine the reason why re-
ferral was not made to the Child Guidance Clinic, but the worker did dis-
cuss this resource and the services of this agency. There was no explora-
tion or treatment of the mother's emotional problem. Treatment was focused
on the problem created by the mother's reaction to her emotional problem;
over-protection of her child
.
Case 8 . M, age 40, and his wife, age 40, and their one dependent daughter,
age 12, make a home together. The unit was accepted for A.D.G. payment on
1/L2/4.8 to supplement the income in the home of $20.00 weekly #iich M was
receiving from Workmen's Compensation. He was incapacitated due to a back
injury and was unable to work. On 1/12/48 M told the worker that he had
noticed blood in his sputum and he had not obtained x-ray treatment be-

cause he fears that he might have Tuberculosis. He had not discussed this
at home with his wife as he did not want to upset his wife •vriio had just
returned from the hospital after an operation. ... He fears he will lose
his Workmen's Compensation Benefit as they might feel he is unable to
work because of his lung condition, Tforker pointed out that this depart-
ment could recognize the total budget should M's W.C, Benefits be dis-
continued ard no other income was forth coming. M said that he was not
aware of this.
. . . Worker inquired about attendance at the Curative
Center and learned that the insurance company had not referred M there.
Worker explained that M's doctor could make the referral and the worker
gave M the address and suggested that he discuss this vrith his doctor so
that he can make the referral.
At the home visit the worker learned that the daughter was imdemourished
and anemic. The worker e2q)lained about the procedure for including the
cost of the special diet in the payment, , . . W became quite upset. Her
face became distorted as she tried to prevent herself from crying aloud.
Worker waited while W controlled herself. Worker pointed out that if
Dr. S, stated how maj^ times Lou is to visit, the diet and medication he
prescribed, that this could be included in the budget, W told worker that
she is "ashamed" to tell the doctor vriiy she wants this statement. Worker
pointed out that it would probably aid the doctor in gaining more knowl-
edge of Lou's condition if he v/as aware of the family's circumstances, •
. . Worker inquired about Lou's school life and W brought out that she
always received honor report cards. Worker mentioned the Smith Hill
Girls' Club and some of its activities. Worker wondered if Lou might not
be interested in this. W expressed a great deal of interest in this ani
thought she certainly would. . , , W said that she does not wish her to
know the circumstances in the home and wishes to keep things from her. i
Worker pointed out that if Lou is a bright child, she must be aware of
some of the family's circumstances and suggested that it might be better
'
for W to share some of this information with her, W told worker that she
had a very good life and wanted her daughter to have the same. Worker
explained that if Lou had the security received from parents who loved
her, she would be able to face her present circumstances, W again stated
that she did not wish to tell her anything.
In this case we see a medical, emotional and a recreational problem, M
feared obtaining medical care- x-rays to determine presence of tuberculosis
because he feared the loss of income from Workmen's Compensation Benefit.
When he was reassured ty the worker his feelings of anxiety were allayed
through interpretation that his payment would cover the deficit if the
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Workmen^ s Compensation Benefits was discontinued so that M could feel free
to obtain the necessaiy medical care. The worker also explained about the
community resource where M could receive rehabilitative services and the
procedure for referral. M did follow through with this suggestion for the
necessaiy medical care. The daughter, Lou, was also seen the family
doctor and the necessaiy statement procured for the special diet and the
budget was adjusted accordingly. The worker recognized that the parents
j|
were having a difficult time facing their situation realistically and she
i
tried to meet their feelings about their predicament and to help them to
make the best possible adjustment for themselves and their daughter within
their limitations. The girl was being shielded from learning the family's
financial situation and there were other signs of over-protectiveness of
of this child by the parents. The worker made arrangements for the f^irl to
join a girls' club so that she could have a recreational outlet away from
the home and meet girls her own age.
Case 9 . On 10/1/4-5 M, age 28, a Veteran of V/ar II was granted A. D. C.
payment for his family which consisted of his wife, age 26, who was preg-
nant, and one depend nt child, one year old. M had been honorably discharg-
ed (section VIII) after one and a half years of service. He had worked at
the K. Shipyard where he was injured seven months ago. Workmen's Compen-
sation Benefits had been denied him and he had an appeal pending at the
Labor Board. His Cash Sickness Benefits had been exhausted and he had pre-
sented a statement from his doctor stating that he was unemployable. He
had been referred to the Veteran's Bureau for rehabilitation training
where he was fouid to be mentally defective ani a decision for a training

program in electricity for him was pending. ... On 10/11/4-5 W contacted
the worker at the office to seek her help in learning if M had visited
the Rehabilitation Bureau to get information regarding his appointment
to a school as she doubted that M had done this because of conflicting
stories he told her. The worker phoned the Veteran's Bureau and learned
the proced\2re for M selecting a training company and about maintenance
allowance. The worker then made an appointment with M on 10/30/4-5 and
discussed this with him as he was not aware of the procedure. Electrical
companies where M might receive training were discussed and since M
stated that he did not have any idea as to where to look the worker
looked with him at various companies advertised in the telephone book
and advised him that it would be much better for him to find one large
enough to give him experience in all phases of electricity in the event
he might find building wiring less interesting than other parts of this
work. He thought the idea to be good and asked if worker would tiy to
find that ty-pe of place for him. The worker then contacted the Rehabili-
tation Bureau to learn more about electrical concerns and gave this in-
formation to M. She (the worker at the Rehabilitation Bureau) suggests
that worker contact various companies to learn of what coverage in
electricity they had and if one was found to fill M's requirements,
worker could advise them of the approved list and the method of proceduie
to be placed upon it. Worker questioned the fact that this type of serv^
ice to a veteran should be given elsewhere but in the Bureau itself and
she stated that because of the pressure of work they are unable to do
this. T/orker inquired into activities of various firms. All of this was
explained to M and he was not only appreciative but amazed that worker
would "spend so much time trying to help me". He was informed that this
was part of the many services offered "by the department to help a client
and to prove the point M now has a better understanding of what he can
do and what limitations are present in the matter of training. He stated
that he no longer feels confused as to the course he is to follow and
is anxious to get started.
On 1/9/4.6 the worker contacted the Veteran's Information Bureau to seek
their assistance in placing M in a training school as M had not heard from
them to date. She was informed that there would be a waiting period of
about six months. There was some difficulty with the union approving on-
the-job training. It was suggested that worker contact the union official
and he would be able to help. M expressed his feelings about having to
wait so long to hear from the V.A. and stated that he was going to with-
draw his application. The worker discussed the advantages of learning a
88
trade and that he would be realizing an ambition and be able to earn good
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wages and properly care for his family.
On 3/26/4.6 . . . Worker phoned Dr. C. The doctor said that he hoped that
he would be finished treating M in another month but said that he was
veiy nervous. M had been discharged for p^cho-neurosis and doubted if
M could ever adjust to a working life. ?/orker explained the beginning of
friction between M and W and wondered if he thought the Community V/ork-
shop woxild help him. Dr. C. said that he would not reconimend him at this
time. He also said that he planned to call Li's lav*yer to see if anything
could be done about his appeal Ifor Workmen's Compensationl
.
On 3/26/4.6 • . • W told worker that they were constantly bickering and
both were on edge with each other, W hoped that something could be done
for her husband as he seemed to be getting worse. Worker asked if she
were able to get out more but W said that she did not as her husband was
out most of the time. ?/orker talked to W about outside interests and
asked her if she would be interested in attending some of the activities
at the Y.W.C.A. and she appeared veiy interested. She told worker that
she went to Y. activities and U.S. 0. activities when she v/as at home and
would like to go now. Worker agreed to obtain information on the Y. for
her and suggested that these activities would help her meet new people.
She said that she would like to do something new even if it was only one
day a week.
The worker visited the Y. and inquired about activities for young married
women. She then gave this information to W isho later made her own arrange-
ments for enrollment.
On 5/15/4-6 • • . Worker inquired about M's condition and he replied that
he remained about the same adding that he couldn't sleep nights or eat.
Worker said that perhaps most of the syinptoms were due to nerves and M
agreed with her. Worker asked if he had ever thought about attending the
clinic for veterans who were nervous but M said that he had gone to one
when he was first discharged. He did not think that they coxild do ar^r-
thing for liim and that his private doctor was giving him medicien.
Due to M's unemployment the relationship between M ard W becomes more
strained. The worker continued to provide support and to help the family
make the best possible adjustment.
On 8/11/4.6 , . , W then returned to a discussion of the different charact-
eristics and personalities of the two children. In Jean's presence she
described her as being rather "mean and a little devil at times". Worker
commented that the child has no doubt been deprived of much attention to
which she had been accustomed before the birth of Kay, W replied that
she still gets a good deal of attention from M but worker pointed out

that the child needs attention and affection from her also. Y/orker also
sugprested that T/ refrain from making such comments in Jean's presence
as they might have an imfavorable effect on her.
On 9/9/4-6 • • . Worker again visited the home as planned* The plrysical
surroundings appeared most unattractive and untidy. W seemed even more
discouraged than before, and indicated that it is becoming more and more
difficult for her to cope with the situation. She was less protective of
M, than she has been in the past, and was able to express considerable
resentment against him and the total situation. Y/hen worker asked about
M and his adjustment to his work, W replied in rather disgusted tones
that she knew that M will not be able to hold the job. Contracting was
too heavy for M, W discussed the possibility of leaving M and going to
her home in Louisianna.
On 10/1/4.6 • . • W said that she and the husband were getting along fine,
indicating that the friction between them had been alleviated. M attempti
ed to take a job driving a truck, but he was not able to hold this job
either. ...
At this point the worker records the following: ... It is felt that, in
view of the intensive service which seems indicated and the limitations
to our extending such services, referral to Family Service Society for
case work service might be helpful if the family is willing to accept
it. Visit was therefore made, to discuss the above plan with M and W
before referring to Family Service Society. . . . V/orker then started
to discuss the possibility of referral to Family Service Society to
which plan W appeared fairly responsive. During the discussion IvI came in.
There seemed to be a feeling of hostility between M and W and it would
appear that the relationship between the two is approaching a critical
test. Worker again repeated the purpose of the visit to M, who stated
that the only thing he feels he needs help in, is in getting into a
small business of his own. Re said that he has found it impossible to
work for anyone. He brought out as one reason for this fact that people
do not realize that he sometimes cannot put in a full days work and feel
he is trying to get away vath something.
j
On 8/19/47 the worker spoke with Family Service Society worker who stated
'
that she had visited the family at idiich time she spoke with M and W.
She felt that the interview was most unsatisfactory as M and Y/ bickered
back and forth about child discipline and then sat back, either un-
willing or unable to participate in the interview. She felt she was
getting nowhere and arranged separate appointments for each of them at
the Hospital and office appointments vd-th her. Neither kept the appoint-
ments .
The worker called on the family to find out why they did not keep appoint-
ments with the Family Service Society worker, W stated that "she did not

care to have them and rejected any help that they or we would give her".
The worker learned at this point that the family was having a great deal
of trouble in household management, "budgeting and finding it difficult to
meet their needs on the department's cost standards. They had accumulated
a number of bills and debts. They had dailed to comply with the depart-
ment's polipy in regards to submitting evidence of needs and had been
replacing large items of furniture without discussing the purchase and
payment of this with the worker so that a plan could be worked out to meet
these special needs. The latest phone call to the doctor on 7/12/4-8 in-
dicated that there was a possibility that M had a ruptured disc and if he
has this he definitely would not be able to work. The doctor suggested tha1|
M subEit to a myelogram, but M refused to do this. The Orthopedic Clinic
at the Hospital suggested that M was in need of further treatment for his
"nervous ^rmptoms". The doctor agreed to continue to work with M with the
possibility of referring him to Neurological Clinic. The doctor also felt
that there was a possibility that M could do some work and he planned to
suggest this to M,
This case presents problems in health, rehabilitation, social rela-
tionships, recreation, and home management. We can see the problems growing
over the three year period that the case has been active on A.D.C. IfSHiile
the situation did not improve with the case work services rendered there
was evidence that the problems presented ty the family were recognized and
treatment attempted. T/hen the case first became active with A.D.C. M was
in need of employment-training coimselling and the worker was able to help
M with this. Unfortunately the plans made did not materialize through no

fault of the client or worker. The worker gave this family a great deal
of support at the beginning. Due to M's inability to work because of his
emotional or p^cho-neurotic condition the relationship between M and W
slowly became strained. The worker saw the need for a recreational outlet
for away from the home and referral was made to the Y.W.C.A. VJhile the
need for p^chiatric care was mentioned early in this case the writer
feels that M did not get an adequate interpretation of the necessity for
such treatment. W could also have been helped to gain a better under-
standing of M's condition and be helped to accept M's illness and possibly
the relationship would not have been strained and conditions at home not
reached such a bad proportion. The mother began to lose her temper and to I
"take it out" on the children. This resulted in the children not receiving i
the needed attention and love from their parents. The worker attempted to
point this out to W and interpreted the children's need for love and
affection. Since the friction between M and W increased and there was no
!
improvement in M's condition and the public assistance worker did not
j
have the time to devote to this case since it required intensive service
the case was referred to Family Service Society. The family did not care
to make use of this service. Since the public assistance agency is still
providing financial assistance it is their responsibility to continue to
provide other services. M is still in need of medical care ard rehabilita-
tion and interpretation of these needs. There has been a pretty good work-
ing relationship between the doctor, social worker and client in this case.
The family now needs help in home management and a better understanding of
department policies in order to enable the family to make better use of the

services of the agency.
Case 10 . W, age 21, and her two dependent children age 5 and 2 make a home
together. Both children were bom out of wedlock. Since the putative
fathers of the children could not be determined there was no support for
these children. W was accepted for an A.D.C. payment on l/\/Ljo, Once this
mother made her decision to keep the children and to stay home to care for
them rather than to go to work and provide for their support she has made
a good adjustment. She was assisted in setting up a home for her family.
The public assistance worker may help the unmarried mother make a good
decision as to whether she will keep the child or place it out for adop-
tion. If the worker is unable to handle this problem herself referral can
be made to the agencies in the community who specialize in child placing
and the A.D.C. payment will continue, if necessaiy. This mother had some
conflict and guilt feeling about keeping her children and providing a
home for them and this problem was discussed with the worker. . . . W then
referred again to the question of keeping both children with her, saying
that just because she had done "wrong" was no reason Tnhy the children
should suffer for it. Worker agreed that there were serious implications
in her situation, and pointed out that even though W had expressed the
wish that they not "suffer", they v/ere being deprived of a father and a
normal and acceptable home environment. Worker agreed too, that she did
have responsibilily to the children and that it was up to her to decide
in which direction she was to turn these responsibilities. Worker
suggested that some of these responsibilities might be either in VHs
assuming the responsibilities of a mother to her children in the home,
or if she is unable to do so for some reason, to recognize and accept the
responsibilily of providing the children with adequate care outside of
the home, W seemed to be able to understand this intei^retation, but
apparently is unable at this time, to think in terms of her possible in-
j
adequacy as a mother and, in turn possible placement of the children.
Worker remarked that we had simply wished to point out to W that she
does have a choice in her plan for the csje of the children, and that
she might Td.sh to think along these lines further. It would seem, how-
ever, that W wil l need considerable support in helping her accept her
responsibility
.
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The worker attempted to help W realize her responsibilities toward her
children and helped her to evaluate the plans for the care of the children.
There was no follow through, hov/ever, W did make a good adjustment and has
taken care of the children in her own home.
In the cases involving unmarried mothers they did not have any con-
flicts about keeping the children, but there were problems about placing
the children so that the mothers could go to work and this possibility was
explored with them. There was also the problem of support from the putative
fathers which the workers had to face with the unmarried mothers. Some of
these mothers were reluctant to open contact with the putative fathers and
the workers can help the unciarried mothers p^chologically to handle their
feelings about taking the essential steps to obtain support for the child
and this was done in several cases.
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CHAPTER VI.
CONCLUSIONS
Need for Case Vfork Services . While the main reason for applying for aid to
dependent children is due to economic distress these families bring in
addition to economic needs many other needs and problems. The cases in-
cluded in this study may be deemed representative of the aid to dependent
children cases carried in other district offices in the Division of Public
Assistance and they show that families come to public assistance with more
than just financial need but with almost eveiy conceivable ^raptom of
himian difficulty. Families receiving assistance on the aid to dependent
children program present many needs for constructive action. These differ-
ent individual problems with which these families are troubled are in the
area of case work treatment. This study has shown that case work service
is an indispensable tool in public assistance. It is a means of accomplish-
ing things that the client is unable to achieve, of filling needs recog-
nized ly the community. Case work service is a wsgr to meet the needs of
people who are unable to cope with their environment, they are unaware of
resources, are not equipped to find their way through the complexities of
their environment. Th^ are unfamiliar with the facilities which the
community offers for the solution of their difficulties. There are people
threatened by pl^rsical, mental ill health, and other problems who do not
see a problem or who fail to recognize its nature. From this study the
conclusion can be drawn that there is a definite need for case work serv-
ices. The Rhode Island Public Assistance agency not only provides finan-
cial assistance but case work services and that their function of public

assistance sei*vice is being carried out to a great extent. While there is
much to be desired in the practice of public assistance service the
agency's philosophy, policies and description of practices facilitates
this pracrice and that mai^ of the limitations in fulfilling the agency's
definition may be limitations of the individual workers or their lack of
knowledge of the available community resources.
Problems and their Treatment . Case work problems are definitely apparent
in the cases and the problems presented ty these families are varied and
many. There were problems in social relationships, both in the home smd in
the community, emotional, mental and physical health, household manage-
ment, employment, support, legal and special interest and special need
problems. Not all problems presented received case work treatment. While
in many situations case work services were indicated these were not ren-
dered. Consideration is not being given to problems involving the intangi-
ble case work treatment involving the emotions and the underlying problems,
the social behavior and adjustment problems. There is little case work
treatment involving help to the client to make a better adjustment to
himself and thereby affecting a better adjustment in his environment.
There was very little use of case work in helping the clients make the
adjustment to the public assistance standards. Adjustment to department
cost standards is a common problem with many of these families and case
work is necessary to assist the families in meeting their needs within
these standards. In many cases this is the only case work needed. There
was some degree of improvement in the majority of the problems treated. In
some cases the problems indicated improved without the benefit of or in

spite of case work treatment. The case work treatment varied in extent
and range. Case work treatment besides financial assistance was in the
form of counselling, procurement of medical and dental care, making known
community resources and helping clients get in touch with these resources,
procuring legal aid and arranginf for camp and convalescent care, etc.
More consideration was given to environmental factors than emotional or
psychological ones. There was veiy little evidence of intensive case work
treatment. The major lype of case work treatment was directed toward the
modifcation of the environment. The majority of the unmet problems v;ere
problems involving social relationship and emotional maladjustment. It
would appear that the workers recognize that a problem exists, but are
either unable to meet the problem because of insufficient time or because
of lack of training and inability to treat these problems. Many of these
problems could have been explored more fully and referrals made to the
proper agency in the coimnunity for treatment. The public assistance worker
is often concerned with the emotional aspects of human behavior ani while
it is not the agency's function to treat the individual's behavior diffi-
culties in and of themselves, social problems normally cause some emotion-
al disturbance and these feelings are brought into the client's use of the
agency service. These problems requiring intensive case work can be re-
ferred to other agencies in the community staffed with personnel competent
in psychiatric case work.
Individualization . The agency recognizes assistance to these families on
the aid to dependent children program as a positive force in keeping the
family together. There could be a greater individualization of the members

of the family
J
the role of the father, mother, and the children in the
family group merits attention. The records presented very little informa-
tion concerning the family's attitude toward the physical or mental im-
pairment of the breadwinner and the family's capacity to adjust to his
incapacity. This understanding could be used for the preservation and
reconstruction of individual human values. Eveiy attempt should be made
to individualize family situations in order to become more aware of the
strengths and weaknesses that lie within each family group and be able to
assist them more effectively through facilities within the agency or other
community resources. There is great emphasis on the determination of eli-
gibility and many times the individuality of the people is not preserved.
There is a great need in adjusting the services of the aerency to individ-
ual requirements. The writer realizes that the primary function of the
agency is the granting of financial assistance based on definite eligi-
bility requirements, but this can be related to the individual case situ-
ation and preserve the individuality of the people. Many of the records
showed an interest in the people ard their problems accompanied by efforts
to help them meet those problems. These people could be viewed to a great-
er extent as individual people whose economic and psychological needs,
whose personalities and capacity for growth and increasing strengths dif-
fer in varying degrees from other individuals. In many instances the re-
cording was not adequate to determine the extent of individualization of
the needs and problems of the members in the family.
Needs of Children . Primary consideration to the needs of children is not
being given. In many cases the needs of children are not brought clearly

into focus because the workers are concentrating on the condition of the
parent. In many cases there could have been a f^reater exploration of the
children's needs. Many of these children could have been helped to make a
better adjustment in their home and community. There is a definite lack of
contact with the schools and it would appear that the school could have
been used as a resource in many instances. There was a lack of case work
services in helping the sixteen year old children make decisions in regard
to work and schooling. These are important issues with which these child-
ren are faced and when the children leave school at the age of sixteen
there should be continued social planning with them. The needs of the old-
er children who were not included in the payment did not receive the indiv-
idualization required. It is also important that their contribution to the
social and affectional relationship of the family group be given adeauate
consideration
.
Special Interests . While provisions are made for the child that is partic-
ularly gifted and desirous of developing special talents there was not
sufficient evidence in the case records that this was explored with the
child and his family. The agency does make provision for recognition of
special educational programs for children with special talents or interests
and also for children with mental limitations or emotional disturbances.
Rehabilitation . While the necessary medical care is adequately provided
for the incapacitated father, there is insufficient consideration in help-
ing the incapacitated father to become rehabilitated and to assume either
part or full support of his family. Many of the incapacitated fathers are
in need of employment counselling and vocational rehabilitation services.
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These needs were not met to the fullest extent either "by the worker with-
in the agency or by referral to the appropriate agencies in the conunimity.
Sufficient emphasis was not placed on the rehabilitation possibilities of
the incapacitated fathers. Treatment should go further than help for medi-
cal services. There are many agencies in the community equipped to help
the handicapped.
Planned Continuity of Treatment . As a whole there was not a planned con-
tinuity of treatment service for each child or of the parents. The usual
purpose of the home visits were for redetermination of continued eligibil-
ity for assistance, but the purpose of the redetermination of need visits
should go beyond the responsibility for determining eligibility and con-
sider visits to families as a means through which social services can be
rendered. Case work seirvices were usually rendered on a crisis basis and
there was a definite lack in many instances of follow-up. Most of the
interviews were with the mother and there was a tendency to overlook the
father when in the home. Since aid to dependent children is attempting to
preserve for the child family life which approaches the pattern of family
life in the community the father should be given a more important place
in the planning.
Community Resources , Community resources outside of the agency were not
explored or used as extensively as they could have been. The public assist-
ance workers cannot do their best work or provide the best service to their
clients unless they make full and adequate use of educational, recreation-
al, health and social welfare services in the community. Many of the prob-
lems "sriiich were not treated by the public assistance worker could have beer
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referred to other appropriate agencies in the community and service pro-
vided in this manner. There were too few instances in vdiich treatment was
provided jointly ty the public assistance agency and another social
agenpy. Greater use of this treatment method would result in better serv-
ice to the families. There was a lack of a three-way interest and working
together of the client, doctor and social worker. Greater service could
be provided to the clients if the workers are more aware of the client's
health condition and his need for medical services and this could be gain-
ed by a closer working relationship between the client, doctor and social
worker. The worker would gain a greater understanding of the person by
understanding his i!Llness, the meaning of the illness to the individual
and the effect of the illness on the individual.
Trained Personnel . Many families have been helped to a fuller life because
of the efforts of some of the workers. For those families iriio have had a
skilled and sensitive worker, the aid to dependent children program has
fulfilled its purpose. The importance of trained personnel is essential in
bringing this about. The job of the public assistance worker is not a
simple one ard special knowledge and skill of case work are required in
order to provide the services which case work requires. Through case work
services the public assistance agency can enable the children in the fam-
ilies on the aid to dependent children program to emerge stron in mind and
body out of the broken settings in which they are found. All the case work
services which have been discussed in this study which the public assist-
ance worker can render through the agenpy or by referral to other agencies
in the comrauni'ly can help in bringing about this ultimate goal.

Purpose of Aid to Dependent Children . The purpose of the aid to dependent
children program is to ensure such children continuance of as normal a
family life as is possible. Assistance is intended to enable the mother
or other relative responsible for the supervision of the children to re-
main in the home to care for them and to enable children of school age to
remain in school. These objectives are realized in the program as admin-
istered in Rhode Igland. The public assistance T/orker has a challenging
job in working with families on the aid to dependent children program and
the Rhode Island Public Assistance agenpy provides an excellent setting
for case work in the administration of public assistance.
We have found that the use of the case work process in carrying out
the function of determining need enables us to understand the need
for and so to offer the most effective service to the applicant and
the community, 22
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
22 R.I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch. II, Sec. 202, p. 1.
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